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Reversing Unwelcoming Welcome Habits
by Peter W. Marty

Marty is senior pastor of St. Paul Lutheran Church, Davenport, Iowa.

Careful notice of the verbs in Scripture can sometimes reveal the most powerful details.
Take for example the story in and around Genesis 18:2. Three divine guests show up at
Abraham and Sarah’s tent by the oaks of Mamre--arguably Scripture’s greatest passage on
hospitality. In this story Abraham’s agility as a senior citizen comes to light! His behavior in the
presence of specia l guests shows anything but the passive approach. In fact, the writer tells us
that when Abraham sees the three individuals approaching his quarters, he runs from the tent
entrance to meet them. Abraham runs toward his guests to welcome them. He leaves the cool
shade of his tent to be where they stand in the hot sun.
Even the most hospitable congregations struggle to master this act of moving outward
from ourselves toward other people. Most of our church behavior, even in the friendliest
instances, rests in the subliminal expectation that other people will enter our space and
comfortably move toward us. Our evangelically driven, outward-seeking mentality often twists
around to become inward-directed reality.
An assigned greeter arrive s on Sunday, asks for the whereabouts of her name tag, and
then queries the pastor: “Remind me again--where do I stand?” A coffee host gets the doughnut
table set up and then situates himself by the cup tray, ready with a smile to pour a cup of coffee
for anyone who should step up. A Sunday school teacher begins her lesson for the day when a
new student shows up in the doorway with a parent in tow. “Come on in and have a seat over
there. What’s your name? Today we’re learning about Abraham.”
What do all of these examples have in common? They all ask other people to come to
the territory of the host. In none of them does the host move toward the guest with the outward
initiative Abraham showed.
Successful hospitality always has an outward movement to it. If you want to host the
kind of dinner party in your home that people will remember fondly, you don’t begin the
evening by expecting your guests to enter alone and find you somewhere in the kitchen. No, you
go enthusiastically to your guests at the door. You offer to take their coats. In time, you bring
beverages or hors d’oeuvres to them. All of your movements shift away from yourself and
toward your guests--not the reverse. Physicists would draw this direction of motion with arrows
pointing centrifugally out from a center, not centripetally in toward a center.
Our congregation’s discovery of this shift in hospitality thinking came by accident on a
summer Sunday, the first of several planned “Lemonade Days.” We set up low tables and small
chairs outside all of the exterior doors for young children to serve lemonade to incoming and
outgoing worshipers. In short order, the kids abandoned their tables and chairs in order to walk,
and in most cases to run, across the parking lots to greet arriving worshipers with sloshing cups.
Never mind whether anyone felt in the mood for lemonade at 8:00 in the morning! The sight
was beautiful--children fanning out across the property, reaching out and looking up to hand
sugary green water to tall strangers barely out of their cars. These littlest ones of the kingdom
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left the shaded canopy of the church entryway to be where the guests arrived in the hot sun. St.
Paul Church’s hospitality efforts changed from that day forward.
Guided by Mary, a gifted staff member in evangelism, the Open Door Spirit (as we
called it) was born. Mary hosted a late-summer Open Door rally that introduced seventy-five
people to the new spirit. This kick-off occasion helped us embrace a new model of
congregational hospitality. In skit fashion, players acted out the Abraham-by-the-oaks-ofMamre story, using modern imagery and contemporary language. Once the gathered people had
the chance to guess which biblical story they had witnessed, we read Genesis 18 in reader’s
theater fashion. Of course, we served food at the rally. Before the evening’s end, Open Door
Teams had formed to reverse old habits of welcoming people to church.
Consider these ten key ingredients when shaping an Open Door Spirit in your own
congregation:
1. Build a contagious spirit by recruiting a core of enthusiastic people to head up new
thinking. From the seed of their efforts, participation from the entire congregation can
grow naturally.
2. Train new recruits to sit in unfamiliar places in worship and participate in church events
that they do not usually attend. New surroundings create new understanding.
3. Reconstitute people’s concept of Sunday morning. It can be a great big party hosted in
your church home to welcome one another warmly.
4. Change the language with which you refer to people. Shift from visitor to guest and
from greeter to host.
5. End the distinction between members and visitors that dominates manuals on church
hospitality. Why the segregation? Is either group more important than the other? As the
thirty-foot-tall banner that once hung from our tower proclaimed: “Let all who enter
here be received as Christ.”
6. Deinstitutionalize the signals you send, jettisoning things like laminated or computerprinted name tags for more personalized and impromptu hand-scrawled ones.
7. Make sure food is a part of your hospitality energies. Jesus’ most powerful encounters
came at meals, parties, and other food-sharing times. Abraham served bread, milk, and
curds to his three guests.
8. Think less in terms of “stationary greeting places” and more in terms of “zone”
welcoming. A flexibility and grace of movement emerges when team members don’t
park themselves in fixed places. (As you reshape volunteer behavior, watch for one
common sight: ushers who lapse into “statue” mode, mechanically dispensing bulletins
from specifically assigned positions.)
9. Operate in pairs, always in range of someone else on your team. Togetherness
contributes to individual confidence--a crucial component in successful hospitality.
Jesus sent his disciples out by twos for a reason. Abraham and Sarah (however
patriarchal their story may appear from one angle) worked together to provide food for
their guests under the oak trees.
10. Avoid smothering newcomers with inauthentic attention. They need and deserve
breathing space. Notice in Genesis 18 how Abraham allows his divine guests to rest
themselves under the tree. The underlying manner of one’s behavior can put others at
ease.
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Every congregation has its own personality and traditions, not to mention some distinct
constraints that arise from the layout of its building. But a little creative thinking and thoughtful
adaptation of some age-old hospitality habits can go a long way toward guests’ either
remembering your party with fondness . . . or wondering why they ever came.
Copyright 2006 by Net Results: www.netresults.org. Reprint permission (including electronic transmission)
granted within the purchaser’s local congregation. This article, whether reproduced electronically or in print, must
include the copyright information and author’s byline.
For additional, practical articles on this subject, go to www.netresults.org and click on “Practical Resources” to
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Can Churches Become A Third Place For Community?
by Susan Eaton Mendenhall
Susan Eaton Mendenhall is the founder of Spatial Impact: Interpreting the Language of Space, located in
DeForest, Wisconsin. (www.spatialimpact.com). She helps churches match their ministry visions to their facility
plans by attending to demographic gathering, generational learnings, community and congregational input.

Sociologist Ray Oldenburg created the term “a Third Place” to describe a setting that
invites community to happen. A first place is home and a second place is work, but a Third
Place gives us space to gather with others like and unlike ourselves.
As Oldenburg, Professor Emeritus at the University of West Florida in Pensacola,
defines the characteristics of a Third Place, I wonder whether churches could be such a place.
In interviewing people on college campuses, in smaller communities, and in churches of
all sizes, I consistently hear the need for “a place to gather.” A defining element is that others
are using such a space in the same way and in so doing are establishing a sense of community or
a Third Place.
In small towns youth cry for a “hang-out,” and adults beg for a coffee shop. Churches
seek an area to gather that is accessible to the entrance, sanctua ry, and multi-purpose space so
that conversation is fluid from one activity to the next, as is movement from one location to
another.
How do we create a Third Place? A Third Place becomes special when you designate
space for that purpose, and people who gather there create an attitude of community. Simply
creating the space is only half of the design of a Third Place. The attitude speaks volumes.
In my work with churches and businesses, I remind them that anyone new to a space
instantly has three questions, whether or not they are verbalized. These questions are processed
quickly and, even if not recognized by our rational minds, are definitely experienced in our
bodies.
The three questions are:
Do I feel safe?
Safety may be physical and/or emotional. Am I able to see well enough to navigate the
space? Does the space look safe to enter, or is it run down? Can a wheelchair enter? Why
is no one here? This space is not what I expected when I saw the exterior sign because the
sign does not match what is inside.
Do I feel welcome?
Is the place inviting? Are the people happy and engaging? Am I greeted soon upon
entering? Does the space allow me to enter and engage as I am ready?
What is expected of me?
I’m here! What is next? Am I to check in with someone or help myself? Are there signs
that direct me in my decisions/questions?
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If we are not able to navigate through these three questions easily and effortlessly, we
may choose to leave. If we stay, our general nature may be tentative and protective.
A Third Place invites us into a space that feels safe and welcoming, and one in which the
expectations are known.
A Third Place unites the neighborhood and allows people to get to know each other.
•
•
•
•

What are the ways our church connects with the immediate neighborhood?
Who are our neighbors – their lifestyles, needs, and talents?
What are the ways we could create a one-time, annual, monthly, or consistent
“Third Place” in our neighborhood?
What are the outside ways or locations, such as porches, walks, or alleys, that
invite community to happen?

A Third Place serves as a port of entry to new people. Acceptance is essential.
•
•
•
•

What would indicate to a new person that he/she is welcome?
How are we able to assist people in connecting?
How can stress, loneliness, and alienation be addressed?
What does it mean to “belong”?

A Third Place brings together people who will form associations later on.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional groups
Athletic teams
Alumni
Business connecting/networking
Friendships
Community projects

In a Third Place all ages/genders/races are welcome.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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How well are the space and choices of activities designed with children in
mind?
What space and choices of activities invite teens?
What is unique to college students?
What is mutual to all ages?
What speaks to ge nder and multi-racial welcoming?
What décor speaks to all?
Who are the “regulars”?
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A Third Place serves the elderly well.
•
•

What environments best suit the needs of the elderly?
What are the issues of the elderly that this place addresses or could address?

A Third Place provides a spot to talk about your problems and listen to each other in
caring ways.
•
•
•

What settings and attitudes are best for listening and conversation?
If the main activity is listening, what environment promotes this?
How do we maintain a friendly and cheerful attitude?

A Third Place allows people to come and go.
•
•
•

What activities could be available all the time?
What will be the constants – regular happenings?
Accessibility is key. What are the strengths and barriers to accessibility?

Third Places are sought out for a sense of wanting to belong to a community.
Pastor, theologian and founder of the National Institute in Church Finance and
Administration, Ken Callahan, says, “People come to a church longing for, yearning for, and
hoping for this sense of roots, place, belonging, sharing, and caring. People come to a church in
our time with a search for community, not committee. We make the mistake of assuming that,
by putting people on a committee, they will develop ownership for the objectives of the church.
People are not looking for ownership of objectives or for functional, organizational, institutional
goals. Their search is far more profound and desperate than that. They are looking for home,
for relationships. They are looking for the profound depths of community.”
This point is again confirmed by Joseph Myers in his book A Search to Belong: “As we
search to belong, we aren’t really looking for commitment. We simply want to connect.”
Myers, who owns the consulting firm, Front Porch, helps churches and businesses
promote and develop healthy community. He defines the four spatial distances as
•
•

•

Public--Public belonging happens when we share a common experience. What are
the public events and spaces our church provides? Worship, an ice cream social, a
lecture?
Social--Social belonging is the “small talk” of our relationships; we connect with
“snapshots” of who we are. It’s a space that allows us to safely decide with whom
we would like to grow a deeper relationship. What are the social events and spaces
our church provides? Fellowship time, small group dinner, a one-time outreach
opportunity?
Personal--Personal belonging is where we connect through sharing private although
not naked experiences, feelings, and thoughts. What are the personal opportunities
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•

and spaces our church provides? Study group, a regular outreach commitment,
connecting people with similar interests?
Intimate--In intimate belonging we share naked and real experiences, feelings, and
thoughts. All is known and there is no shame. What are the intimate opportunities
and spaces our church provides? Prayer, spiritual questioning/covenant groups,
one-on-one relationships that become trusting?

As human beings we find ourselves moving among these four places of belonging. A
Third Place often begins as public belonging. People come because of the coffee or the
entertainment. As they come more frequently, the space may become social and even personal
or intimate as people become known to each other, and more is shared. It is important to think
of ways a church practices and plans for all four areas of spatial connecting, realizing that each
of us carefully tests the “trust of openness” before entering personal and intimate spaces.
Can your church become a Third Place in your neighborhood?
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The Three S’s
of a Rockin’
Nursery
By Bill Tenny-Brittian

O

ver the past decade, many churches have realized they’re missing a couple of generations
from their pews. The chorus “Where have all
the children gone?” is an oft’ heard refrain in many
North American churches. It’s unsurprising to visit a
church that, just ten years ago, had a thriving Sunday
school with dozens of children, but who now face a different kind of dilemma: what to do with all the “junk”
that’s accumulated in their unused classrooms. Whereas,
once upon a time, they needed a paid nursery staff, they
now depend on a kindly grandmother to volunteer for
childcare whenever a family visits for worship. And the
members shake their heads and don’t understand when
the family doesn’t return.

Every Church Needs a Quality Nursery

ingful worship. But not every congregation agrees with
the need to invest in a quality nursery. “How will the
children ever learn to sit still in worship if we don’t start
with them young?” (as if the church’s mission is to train
quiet, attentive children!).
I did a consultation with a church some years back and
during the building tour the pastor tried to divert my
attention from the room that served as their nursery. As
he hurried me along, I only got a fleeting glance at the
nursery – but that was enough. It was clear that the room
dedicated for infants and toddlers had once been, at best,
a utility closet. The room needed paint, it was dark, and
the only laudable feature was a toddler’s toilet that was
tucked away in the room’s alcove. I made a note to myself
to revisit the room when it was in operation.

Sunday came and during the contemporary service, a
service dedicated to reaching younger families, I noticed
several couples who had brought their little ones into the
service with them. Several infants were in portable car
seats and I watched a first-time guest struggling to keep
her toddler quiet and sitting still. Midway through the
service, I slipped out to visit the nursery. I was unsurprised to find the room dark and empty. Later that day,
when I made my recommendations’ presentation, I tried
to impress upon them the need to build an up-to-date
1
Enculturated parents don’t just expect childcare just for
their infants and toddlers, but for all of their pre-teens. This is why nursery to accommodate young families. I was genuinechurches focused on reaching young families offer a quality nurs- ly surprised at the push-back I got from the members

In today’s culture, having a quality nursery is more than
just a necessity, it’s a key hospitality issue. Enculturated
parents simply expect the church to provide childcare
during worship.1 The fact is, few unchurched parents
have the energy to engage a church’s worship service and
try to keep their children occupied, quiet, and appropriately sedate. By providing a quality nursery, the church
offers these parents the opportunity to experience mean-

28

ery as well as an age-appropriate worship service that runs concurrent with the worship service/s.
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with young children. Parents and grandparents alike
objected to the recommendation. Instead, they insisted
they wanted their children to be raised in the “church”
and expressed a commitment to keep their children by
their sides throughout the worship service. And besides,
they argued, it was clear their guests wanted to keep their
children with them because they didn’t use the nursery
either.
Ultimately, the recommendation was accepted anyway
and a year later the relocated and remodeled nursery was
ready. Within two weeks of its opening, the nursery went
from empty to well-populated with five little ones from
three new families. Less than a month later, all of the
previously vocal members had started leaving their children in the nursery as well. The amazing thing, they
reported, was that the percent of first-time visiting families who returned for a repeat visit went from less than 10
percent to well over 50 percent and is climbing.
Today’s parents rarely tolerate less-than excellent environments for their children. This is especially true in the
church where visiting parents arrive with a heightened
sense of wariness. They may not walk through the doors
consciously looking for a reason to not return, but they’re
quick to embrace that reason if one presents itself, and a
nursery lacking one or more of the three S’s is generally
reason enough.

1. Safety
The most prevalent feature in the nursery was the portable media cart with an unsecured forty-two inch Sony
Trinitron TV perched atop it. The power cord looped to
within eighteen inches from the floor and back up to the
cart’s power strip where it was securely plugged in to 110
volts. On the second shelf of the cart was a VHS video
player with more dangling cords in disarray. The cart’s
bottom shelf was empty, which meant that the cart was
precariously top-heavy. In my mind’s eye I could see a
chubby curtain-climber pulling himself up using a leg of
the cart and then watching in horror as the tower of
Babel come-a-tumbling down around him.

Before you even begin cleaning your nursery, let alone
painting Noah’s giraffes on the wall, take a serious stab
at dealing with anything that could be a possible safety
issue.

Safety Recommendations
• Consult the US Consumer Product Safety Commission (www.CPSC.gov) for recalled nursery
equipment, including cribs, playpens, bouncers,
changing tables, etc. to see if any of your furniture/
fixtures are on the list.
• Replace any crib that has more than 2 3/8” space
between the slats. Make sure the mattress fits tight
against the head, foot, and both sides.
• Don’t put cribs near windows.
• Don’t just put cleansers in a childproof cabinet, put
them in some other room in a childproof cabinet.
• Rule of thumb: if it’s electric, it’s out of reach. If it’s
a fixture, such as a hotel-type heating/air conditioning unit, put a childproof fence around it.
• Get rid of old toy and buy new ones (think Baby
Einstein, etc.).
• Relocate power outlets from the standard eighteen
inches to more than forty-eight inches above the
floor.
• If there’s some need for a television in the nursery
(why?), mount it securely on the wall.
• Rocking chairs are a no-no unless they have no
exposed rockers or slider parts where little fingers
could get crunched.
• Check the walls (and any other surface painted
before 1979) for lead paint. Your local hardware
store should have, or can get, a lead test kit.
This list could go on forever ... but if you’re serious about
taking care of even the nit-pickiest safety issue (and you
should be), then try this trick. Get a small gaggle of parents of young children, preferably at least a couple of
whom do not attend your or any church, to descend
upon the nursery with clipboards in hand to look for
safety concerns. Given a half hour or so, even a statecertified nursery will be blessed with a punch list of
upgrades and repairs.

Over the past few years I’ve visited nurseries with antique
fans sporting metal bladed; toddler-level air condition2. Sanitation
ing units; cribs that had been recalled years before;
bouncers with open springs; and sinks with cleaning She was a lifelong Episcopalian from the Midwest, but
products behind unsecured cabinet doors. Wary parents her husband had been offered the career move of a lifecan scan a room and notice safety issues faster than their time to the Northeast. Seven months later we received
toddler can spill a cup of red Kool-Aid on white carpet.
Continued on next page
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their traditional family newsletter tucked into the annual
Christmas card. The move had gone well and they found
themselves adapting well in their new culture, in part
because of their involvement in their new church home.
The surprise was their choice of church – they had joined
a mid-sized “community” church that was significantly
more conservative than their upbringing. A phone call
conversation revealed the reason. “Their nursery had
wall mounted Purell dispensers by both the door and the
changing station.” Although the other churches they’d
visited may well have taken sanitation seriously, it wasn’t
readily apparent by these wary parents.
Sanitation is a very real concern by parents today. The
repeated threat of pandemics has raised our awareness of
communicable illnesses, and the never-ending marketing of pharmaceuticals, coupled with the exponential
increase in media coverage of health care news has helped
create what some may dismiss as cultural hypersensitivity
to the war on germs. But whether it’s hypersensitivity or
hysteria, the fact is we have to deal with parents’ perceptions. Especially in today’s nursery, a church’s concern
for sanitation isn’t presumed – it’s expected to be conspicuously displayed and practiced.

there is a growing population of children who are
allergic to latex.
• Nursery attendants should sanitize their hands
between the handling of children and especially
after changing a diaper or feeding a child. A good
rule of thumb is to get a squirt of hand sanitizer
every time a worker walks by a dispenser ... as well
as in between children.
• Launder all crib linens after each service. Best practices include changing the linens after any child has
been in the crib.
• There shouldn’t be any linens in a playpen, but if
there are, they should be laundered after each use as
well.
Here’s a tip I learned from a local church that had grown
their children’s program from nothing to over one hundred. Besides changing diapers as needed, change every
diapered child in the nursery ten minutes before pickup
time. Every child will be clean and dry and parents really
appreciate that.

3. Security

Evan was born into the unfortunate circumstance of
having a volatile and violent father who spends about as
Sanitation Recommendations
much time in jail as out. His mother was raised in small• Get those wall-mounted Purell hand sanitizer staish churches and had been church shopping for a couple
tions put up where parents can see them (but kids
of months. She happened to be in the worship service on
can’t reach). There should be at least
the weekend I was conducting a full,
one at that changing station and
onsite consultation for a small church.
one next to the wash sink.
When possible, I try to have a conversa• Divest your toy treasure trove of
tion with first-time guests during my
anything that cannot be easily saniconsultations and she was willing to chat
tized. Stuffed animals, dolls with
with me. I’d noticed that Evan, her son,
“hair,” any toys (or books) made with
had remained at her side during the sercloth, etc. And though you could
vice and I asked why she hadn’t left him
sanitize teething rings and chewin the nursery. Her reply is one I’ve heard
toys, for appearance sake, get rid of
from sea to shining sea. “I couldn’t leave
them too.
him because it was clear the nursery isn’t
• Use disposable sanitizing wipes on
set up to handle circumstances like mine. If my ex
all exposed surfaces immediately prior to each nursshowed up and wanted to pick up Evan – and since Evan
ery session and after any surface has been used for
would run with open arms to his daddy – there’d be no
food, beverage, or diaper changing. (Keep the
one to stop him.”
pop-up containers on a shelf where a child couldn’t
get to them without a ladder ... but keep them visi- Evan’s mother isn’t an isolated story and culturally aware
ble for parents to see.)
parents have become increasingly concerned about secu• Some churches are now using latex/plastic gloves rity. In my experience, larger churches seem to be the
when changing diapers. Be aware, however, that only ones that take security seriously. Small and medium
sized churches tend to avoid dealing with the issue
Continued on next page
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because taking security precautions either seems paranoid or else it requires too much “hassle” for their two or
three nursery guests. Of course, one of the reasons they
only have two or three in the nursery may well be because
parents choose not to leave their children there (and don’t
return a second time).
In today’s world, addressing security concerns is a must
– even for the smallest church. And though there are
excellent security systems available for churches today
that include computer tracking, check-in, and check-out,
most churches can create a secure environment without
going to much expense.

Security Recommendations
• Screen all your nursery staff/volunteers for criminal
and sex offences – even your long-term members.
You can make arrangements for these checks
through your local law enforcement offices or
online.2
• Create a staffing policy for the nursery and enforce
it. There should always be at least two non-related
adults in the nursery – not an adult and a youth,
since coercion and manipulation is a potential risk
with unequally yoked attendants.
2 Michael Boutot, the executive director at the Institute for
Church Safety and Risk Management says, “It is our recommendation that there be a very detailed and thorough background investigation completed, one that goes beyond criminal and checking
out the national sex registry. We encourage employment verifications and even a financial background. If the candidate is honest
and has nothing to hide, then there should be no reason they would
not agree. This does not mean they would not be approved, say for
example if they filed for bankruptcy. However, you want to look for
trends.”

T ips

• Install a wall phone/intercom for emergency use.
• When possible, the nursery should be located as
near the worship center as possible. This not only
makes it convenient for parents (and helps them
feel more secure), it centralizes the locus of activity.
• Create a check-in and check-out system that ensures
only an authorized person can pick up the child.
This can be an elaborate computerized automated
system that includes photos and stick-ons that
match guardian with child, or as simple as using a
duplicate receipt book (give one to the parent and
the other goes in the diaper bag).
• When possible, use a double door entry system that
prevents parents/guardians from having visual
access to the nursery itself until they’ve provided
the check-out credentials.
• Locks. Use them. ‘Nuff said.
• Develop a “call system” for notifying worshipping
parents of issues needing their presence. There are
expensive and not-so-expensive systems available,
but one of the most effective is to simply ask the
parents to put their cell phone on vibrate and get
their number. If there’s an issue, the nursery attendant can place a call or send a text message.
• For AA+ security, consider installing recording
security cameras in the room to ensure the safety
and security of the children.
Of course there’s more to developing a rockin’ nursery
than just majoring on the three S’s, but if you excel here,
you’ll have built a formidable foundation. Add caring
and creative nursery attendants and you’re sure to have a
winner.
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The Big Picture
Christmas Planning

By Tom Bandy

I

came, I rejoiced, I returned to normal.” Unfortunately, that is the reality and expectation of Christmas in
our post-Christendom world. It hasn’t always been
that way. The template of the Christian Year assumed
that people would actually prepare themselves for Christmas through self-examination, meditation and awareness of human suﬀering; that they would actually surrender themselves to sacriﬁce, learning, and outreach
following renewed intimacy with God. The tactics of the
liturgical year no longer work for most people. What’s a
leader to do?

Christ child, we take the place of the magi and shepherds and give presents to the seekers who visit us.
Remember now, church members are Christians and
have been richly blessed, and we have more than enough
to give to visitors.

What would happen if instead of asking them for money
for special missions, we already donated money in their
name to mission and gave them the tax receipt to claim
later? What would happen if instead of giving them a
handshake, we gave them a game to unite their family in
play on Christmas morning? What would happen if
Christmas only has real signiﬁcance if it emerges from instead of giving them coﬀee, we guaranteed to donate a
something and then leads to somewhere. It is not, and dollar to mission for every cup they drank, minute they
was never intended to be, a “stand alone” event. If seek- lingered, and conversation about God they experienced?
ers don’t come to Christmas, and if servants don’t go
Question 2: What strategies to follow up their visit
from Christmas, then what does Christmas matter? It
will we prepare in advance of their arrival? Exactly what
would be as if the magi and shepherds didn’t actually
will we do to contact visitors, bless families, listen to
show up, thank God, and depart in hope.
physical and spiritual needs, and provide guidance for
One of the things leaders should do now, in advance of people to take the next step with Christ?
Christmas, is determine benchmarks to measure the sucThis is a kind of role reversal from the ﬁrst Christmas
cess of the Christmas Event.
when the child Jesus was presented in the temple. Instead
Question 1: How many seekers (newcomers, visitors, of Simeon and Anna reminding us “that our eyes have
people without a church, and strangers to grace) do we seen salvation for all people,” let’s communicate with
expect to receive at Christmas? Exactly how will we pub- speciﬁc people physical signs of that salvation.
licize the opportunity to meet Jesus at our church this
What would happen if instead sending a printed invitaChristmas? Who will welcome them? What immediate
tion to the database we developed at Christmas to attend
and tangible gifts and blessings will we give to them?
church in January, the church members absolved the
This is a kind of role reversal from the ﬁrst Christmas. pastor from all visitations to members during the month
Instead of the magi and shepherds bringing gifts to the
Continued on next page
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of January so that she or he could visit every Christmas
seeker personally? What would happen if we increased
the budget to allow long distance phone calls to every
extended family member from Timbuktu that shares a
personal prayer with them? What would happen if every
board member wrote a personal letter or email to every
visitor sharing their personal experience of Jesus Christ
and oﬀering to pray for or with the stranger?

today there are. Based on the incarnation, it’s time church
member said and did something about injustice.

What would happen if instead following up Christmas
with administrative meetings and the election of oﬃcers,
we spent our energy in January with intervention outreach and a burst of energy to improve society? What
would happen if instead of special oﬀerings to recover
from an operational deﬁcit of the church,
Question 3: What additional missions The credibility of we held special oﬀerings every week in
January to bless a particular local charity?
will we initiate in the New Year to share
the
church
is
at
What would happen if instead of interthe power and glory of God’s redemptive
action? Exactly what additional outreach great risk today. preting the historic meaning of Epiphany
to indiﬀerent church members, we actuministries will speciﬁcally target the
broken, lost, lonely, anxious, victimized, or entrapped ally revealed Jesus to the public with a special outreach
seekers who happened upon our worship services at to needful church non-members?
Christmas? Who will do them? Are they trained? Do
The credibility of the church is at great risk today. Over
they have a budget? And will they be held accountable
the past decades people have been dropping out of regufor doing it at the end of January?
lar attendance, but still show up at Christmas. The day is
This is a kind of role reversal from the ﬁrst Christmas coming, however, when they will also drop out of Christwhen the Holy Family ﬂed to Egypt, and Herod killed mas unless we do something with it other than party
all the ﬁrst born infants without any objection from the hearty. Most churches that are now declining or on a
faithful. Back then there were no Christians to object; plateau and about to decline next year pay little attention
Continued on next page
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to how they prepare for Christmas, what they do with is because people have been preparing for it in advance.
Christmas, and how to follow up on Christmas. The They are eager, ready, and waiting to bless seekers. They
members gather, sing, weep, smile, embrace, and go have left their families to fend for themselves, so they
home. Pastors have a hard time recruiting volunteers to can mingle with visitors. After all, they can be with
greet, serve refreshments, sing in the choir, count the family later. These growing churches have a plan to
oﬀering, and lock the doors because everyone is “too follow up with visitors, not only for advertising, but for
blessing. And they will go beyond the visitors to the
church, to bless the strangers who would not or could
Pastors have a hard time recruiting
not bring themselves to Christmas in the ﬁrst place.
volunteers ... because everyone is “too Growing
churches spend January taking Christmas on
busy” with their own lives to think
the road, around the block, into the apartment building,
and to the people who really desperately need it.
about blessing strangers. In other

words, declining churches are more
concerned with “ having Christmas”
than “being Christmas.”

The time to plan for this is now. Assuming that you have
downloaded your copy of Net Results by early November,
you still have time to get ready for Christmas. It’s not
about decorations, rehearsals, or parties. It’s not even
about Advent readings, carols, and the common lectionbusy” with their own lives to think about blessing strangary. It’s about getting ready to seize the moment when
ers. In other words, declining churches are more conabundant life can be given away to suddenly receptive
cerned with “having Christmas” than “being Christhearts.
mas.”
Imagine your community perishing from want. There is
Growing churches do just the opposite. There is no lack
no food, no shelter, no medicine, no warmth, and no
of volunteers to help the pastor celebrate Christmas. This
Continued on next page
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hope. It’s not too diﬃcult to imagine, since as I write
these words earthquakes and tsunamis are rampant in
tthee Paciﬁc leaving whole communities destitute. Now
th
i
im
imagine
a ﬂeet of airplanes ﬂying over your needful

No church can give Christmas
blessings to everybody, but you
can give it to somebody, and who
best to start with than the seekers?

the church people are too busy keeping Christmas to
themselves. True, no church can give Christmas blessings to everybody, but you can give it to somebody, and
who best to start with than the seekers (newcomers, visitors, people without a church, and strangers to grace)
who connect with you at Christmas?

By the way, did I neglect to mention that your church
will grow? Visitors will come back; friends and acquaintances of the visitors will hear about it an start coming;
inactive members and drop outs will forget their gripes
and get caught up in the enthusiasm. People can be rescued from the power of darkness and transferred into
community in waves, parachute dropping food, medithe kingdom of God’s beloved Son, in who we have
cine, fuel, and blessing after blessing after blessing. Life
redemption and the forgiveness of sins, and all because
itself is dropping from the sky unannounced and unexyou planned ahead.
pected. That’s what God does at Christmas for the fallen
world. Yet so many churches are unprepared. In some,
grace falls to the ground ungathered, unidentiﬁed, and
unshared. In others it seems to be stockpiled at the altar
unsorted, unknown, and undistributed. Why? Because

No Evangelism = No Church Transformation
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Everyone Wants to Feel Like a Somebody
by Dale E. Galloway
Galloway, a pastor for more than thirty years, author of more than a dozen books, and a popular speaker, has served
as dean of the Beeson International Center for Biblical Preaching and Church Leadership, one of the schools of
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky.

In working with church boards and planning groups, I’ve discovered a valuable lesson:
It pays to take time before conducting business to find out where people are and what’s go ing
on in their private world. I’ve learned the hard way that unresolved problems, conflict, or
misunderstanding in someone’s personal life can affect the entire group’s decision- making
process.
Even if things are going relatively well at home or at work for the people on our board,
team, committee, or group, we can enrich the relational environment by making sure everyone
feels cared for and supported. Everyone wants to feel like a somebody.
I remember the glow in my father- in- law’s eyes after he took our daughter Ann
shopping many years ago. When eight- year-old Ann found exactly what she wanted, she looked
up at his towering six- foot, five- inch figure and said with big eyes and sincerity of heart,
“You’re the best Grandpa in the whole world.” As if that weren’t enough, she added, “I really
love you, and don’t know what I’d do without my special Grandpa.”
Grandpa Watson’s experience was a good visual picture to me of the supportive boost
God’s people can give each other. One way we can serve God is to help other people sense their
heaven- given worth and value.
Here are seven affirmations God’s people can receive when they care for one
another. Why not devote the opening sections of your next planning meeting to a time of oneanother ministry? Simply ask, “As we begin, how can we pray personally for each other?” See
how many of these positive outcomes will result!
I Want to Be Treated Like a VIP
As we study the life of Jesus, we find that he treated every person he ministered to as
someone special. They were VIPs (very important persons) to Jesus, no matter what their social
standing, reputation, or economic status.
The Bible tells us that God is no respecter of persons. The way we treat others is also the
way we treat God. “He who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord, and he will reward him for
what he has done” (Prov. 19:17). “The King will reply, ‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did
for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me’” (Matthew 25:40).
We can agree with God’s judgment by treating each person as someone of value. God
loves everyone, so let’s help people develop positive self-esteem because of what God is doing
for them and through them.
Making other people feel good about themselves is like putting money in the bank. It
pays rich dividends.
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I Want People to Listen to Me
Being ignored is about the worst thing that can happen to a person. Most of us would
rather have someone yell at us than ignore us, because people who ignore us make us feel like
nobodies.
We don’t have to be great talkers to be good listeners. All we need to do is care about
other people’s concerns. True listening involves being interested in other people and what they
have to say. The Book of James advises, “Don’t ever forget that it is best to listen muc h, speak
little, and not become angry” (James 1:19, TLB).
My friend John Maxwell, recognized by many Christians as an expert on leadership,
observed a widespread fault as people gain more authority. They develop a lack of patience in
listening to those und er them. The higher people go in leadership and the more influence they
wield, the less they get forced to listen to others. Yet their need to listen is greater than ever. A
deaf ear gives the first indication of a closed mind and an uninformed leader.
I Want to Be Appreciated
No one wants to be taken for granted. Most people crave words of praise. In many cases,
people will do more work for appreciation than they will for money.
When we create an environment where people express gratitude for one anothe r, each
person’s self-perception improves. On the other hand, when we withhold our admiration, we
devalue the others in our group.
One of the best habits we can cultivate is to open every conversation by expressing some
form of appreciation for the person we’re speaking with. Doing so sets the tone for an uplifting
conversation. Everything we say from then on builds on a positive, upbeat foundation.
In a church board or planning- group environment, you could easily start the gathering by
saying, “Let’s take a few minutes to name something specific you admire or appreciate about
someone else in this room. Tom, I thank God for your amazing ability to keep our discussions
on track. Maria, you’re always helping us think about how we can reach out into the
community. We need that awareness. Now someone else—what do you appreciate about the
others in this room?”
I Want Others to Believe in Me
The Bible tells us, “God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still
sinners, Christ died for us” (Romans 5:8). One of the greatest gifts we can give is to create an
environment where we look at other people in light of their potential. We endeavor to see
beyond another person’s past to the possibilities of what God created him or her to be and
become.
We live in a world that tears down. As humans, we tend to find the wrong in other
people. Then we write them off or condemn them as failures.
Yet if we let it be known that we believe in other people, we’ll spur their motivation to
live up to their full potent ial. They’ll do almost anything to avoid disappointing others and not
reaching that higher standard.
Do you want to be encouraged and built up? So does every other person. Christ calls us
to live in a way that builds others up. We all have the opportunity to put new strength into
weary hearts by lifting them up.
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I Want to Be Accepted
Jesus calls us to make winners out of people, not set them up to lose. We do great
damage when we demand perfection of other people or do not accept them as they are.
No two people are alike. If we expect other people to be just like us, we will be
continually disappointed and at odds with others. During my twenty-three years at New Hope
Community Church, Portland, Oregon, I had one of the most wonderful pastoral teams that any
senior pastor could hope for. Yet none of the pastors resembled anyone else. Difficulties arose
when I expected one of them to be like me. I needed them because they were different. They
added a great richness to our church’s ministry.
Trying to change another person binds the relationship. Accepting other people and
valuing them for who they are frees them to be exactly who God created them to be. It also frees
us to respect them for who they are.
I Want Some Consideration and Kindness
Kindness and consideration of others are some of the very finest ways we can express
our Christian faith. The Bible says, “Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each
other, just as in Christ God forgave you” (Ephesians 4:32). We also read, “Clothe yourselves
with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience” (Colossians 3:12). One of the
best things we can do for other people is to treat them as we want to be treated.
A member at a church I served expressed this bit of wisdom: “I want whatever comes
out of my mouth to be sweet, because tomorrow I may have to eat it.”
I Want to Be Understood
Peter Drucker, often called the father of American management, claims that 60 percent
of all management problems result from faulty communication. Most divorces can be traced to
poor communication. When misunderstandings take place, everything else breaks down.
The goal of talking and listening is not to prove who’s right and who’s wrong, but to
understand the other person’s viewpoint and then decide what’s best for everyone concerned.
Everyone has a need to be understood. We may not agree, but if we listen and give the other
person the feeling that we understand, we are much more likely to work out any disagreements.
Most of us hope that the other person will care enough to feel what we feel. Often it’s
more important to know that our viewpoint has been seriously considered than agreed with.
Understanding begins with putting ourselves in the other person’s place.
Misunderstanding turns into understanding when we start treating the other person as we want
to be treated.
You Can Make a Difference
In what we call the Golden Rule, Jesus gave us the perfect principle for how to treat
others. In it Jesus summed up every profound teaching on human relationships. Whe n he said,
“Treat others as you want them to treat you” (Luke 6:31, TLB), he taught us two insights about
successful relationships with others:
• The way to understand and get along well with others is to put ourselves in their place.
• The way to win friends and influence people is to treat every person as we want to be
treated.
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We can’t really change other people, but we can decide to be leaders in creating good
relationships by initiating the right actions. We can make a big difference by putting these
practical principles into practice today.
Note: All verses in this article are quoted from the New International Version, unless
otherwise noted.

Self-Assessment Guide
Think of the last committee or team meeting you attended. How would you rate yourself on the
following? (1 is low; 4 is high)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

Treating others with respect
Listening to other people
Welcoming the ideas of other people
Communicating with a spirit of love
Building people up
Empowering others to be difference makers
Using the “triple A” treatment:
attention, appreciation, and affirmation
Showing kindness and consideration in all circumstances
Encouraging creativity
Accepting people for who they are

Copyright 2007 by Net Results: www.netresults.org. Reprint permission (including electronic transmission)
granted within the purchaser’s local congregation. This article, whether reproduced electronically or in print, must
include the copyright information and author’s byline.
For additional, practical articles on this subject, go to www.netresults.org and click on “Practical Resources” to
obtain “reprint pacs” of articles on more than 40 need-meeting subjects.
Or click on …
• “National Events” for upcoming events led by world-class speakers and seminar leaders.
• “Workshops” offered on specific practical topics by experienced leaders for local/regional areas.
• “Consultations” for individualized coaching with your local congregation or judicatory.
• “To Subscribe” for a Net Results print and/or electronic subscription.
Email us at netresults@netresults.org or phone Net Results at 806/762-8094, ext. 198.
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Hospitality Tools
By Scott Busch

H

ospitality is a gift and for some people it’s part
of their DNA. They’re naturals. You can practically see the halos around those who easily connect with others. They smile. Ask questions. Listen with
grace and interest. These natural evangelists are beacons
and magnets for your church. Cherish and nurture
them.

Host An Event

Besides the high-holiday times of Christmas and Easter,
your church should actively be hosting musical events
(Jazz, Bluegrass, Bell Choirs), food events (picnics, farm
markets, chili cook-oﬀs, barbeques), art shows, plays,
and crafts sales. Or perhaps you recognize the celebratory nature of Palm Sunday and Pentecost, and consider
Then there’s the rest of us – those who need a little help. these important Sundays a reason for your members to
We want to reach out, yet don’t always know how. It’s invite guests.
important to note, before we commit to any evangelism, It makes more sense to your members and their possible
we must ﬁrst follow the advice of many learned disciples guests to be invited to something special happening at
and vocalize our relationship with God and Christ. your church. In addition to the fellowship that an event
Before we reach out, we need to ﬁrst be courageous and creates for church members, events become opportunidig within ourselves.
ties to share our faith with others.
Fortunately, there are an abundance of resources to help
church members understand and become comfortable
with the calling of evangelism. For those of us non-naturals, the process takes time and commitment; however,
it almost always produces rewarding results for participants.
On the other hand, all of us – even the naturals – can
use some tools to invite guests to church and infuse a
spirit of hospitality into the process. If we know that 85
percent of guests and members initially come to church
because a church member invited them, then let’s begin
with augmenting that fact. Let’s ﬁnd catalysts to help
members invite people to church.

Call Your Visitors “Guests”
What a diﬀerence changing those words will make. A
visitor, by its very deﬁnition, sounds like someone making
a one-time visit. A visitor is welcome perhaps, but not
embraced. A visitor goes to museums. Even at our sporting events, a visitor is often our rival, an entity to defeat.
A guest however, is someone who enters our home and is
treated with respect, with honor. It is our responsibility
to make a guest feel comfortable and happy to be in our
presence. So be sure everything you say, or your members say, even any attendance card or Guest Books says
guest, not visitor.
Continued on next page
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As much as ministers wish each congregational member
would hold tight to every word and message delivered
from the pulpit, we all know that’s not always (often?)
the case. Though we walk out the church doors refreshed,
we quickly become consumed by the clutter of our daily
lives. And we all forget – a lot.

There are many alternative communication channels for
which to promote your event – over the backyard fence,
by phone, through email, Facebook, Twitter, and by
highly targeted mail. If you’ve made your event really
special, you should even alert various print publications
and broadcasters in your area (newspapers, locally based
magazines, neighborhood newsletters, and even the radio
and television stations – you just never know).

Advertising people know this and drive their message
home – repeatedly. You don’t have to hammer like the ad
folks, yet you must do more than you probably are doing
to get the message of your event to get noticed and sink
in. And if your objective is not only to have members
attend, but to have them invite others, you need to reinforce this message.

Your members could use and would appreciate any means
available to make sending an invitation easy. Send them
a sample email they could resend. Give them blank invitation card(s) they could complete and mail. Or consider
the newly created www.smileinvite.com tool which
allows each church to set up a web account for custom-

Reminders

To promote your event:
• Of course ... talk about event during service
• Recap the event in your newsletter, program, and
web site;
• Mail letters (maybe with a ﬂexible fridge magnet);
• Give stickers to children during children’s service;
• Have your church leaders commit to inviting guests;
• Use social media channels to spread the word (Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, etc.);
• Be speciﬁc, tell as much about your event as time or
space allows;
• Repeat reminders! Not every member, not even the
dedicated ones, are in church every Sunday. By
announcing the event multiple times in multiple
channels your message reaches out to a larger audience and has a better chance of making an impact.

Invite Guests
You have created your event.
You have the time, date, and
speciﬁcs about it conﬁrmed.
And you’ve covered all your
bases to remind members
about event. Now both the
church and church members need to invite guests.
This does not mean mass
mailings to residents near
your church. Mass mailings
are expensive, non-productive, non-personal, and very
non-green in our environmentally conscious world.
22
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Selecting a church is a very personal thing. Don’t try to convert
someone after a one time visit.
izing invitations, which members can log onto and personalize themselves to/for their guests. Invitation designs
can be selected from pre-designed templates or a church
can create their own. Churches can even hyper-link from
their site. Net Results now includes a church sign up for a
discounted rate. The cards options are selected and customized speciﬁc to each church, personalized by the
member, ordered on-line, yet delivered to the invited
guest by regular post in a closed faced envelope. And the
$2.95 cost of the card is paid for by church members, not
the church, so this process doesn’t even come out of the
church budget.

Event Follow-up
Selecting a church is a very personal thing. Don’t try to
convert someone after a one time visit. That’s pushy and
a turn oﬀ. The ﬁrst thing you want to do is thank a guest
for coming to your church. Let them know you understand it can be daunting, diﬃcult, and just plain diﬀerent coming to a new church. And it is! The reason most
of us frequent the same grocery store, hardware store, or
restaurant is because we know it. We’re comfortable.
Getting to know a church and its people takes time –
acknowledge that to your ﬁrst-time guest and they will
appreciate your understanding. And then, invite them
back.
Continued on next page

It seems like virtually every church mails a follow-up
letter from the pastor to a new guest. And often new
guests are put on the churches’ newsletter distribution.
Some churches will have their gregarious members phone
a guest. And many churches will even deliver home made
bread, cookies, or a bag of goodies to the visitor. All of
these are good, if they are done quickly and in the spirit
of hospitality – not closing a “sale”!
Here are some considerations for how you could (and
probably should not!) follow up with a guest:

products, services, or a church to jam anything down
their throats. People want to make their own choices –
especially about the church they plan to attend.
If you use phone or in person follow-up, match the age

The old ways of bringing your
church to the people is changing.
New attitudes and new tools are
needed to introduce church to
those who are interested.

An obviously canned letter from the minister may do
more harm than good. The letter should be personalized,
short, and heartfelt. It should be Written from the perand perhaps the sex of the caller with the visitor. It’s great
spective of what church can mean for the guest – less
that churches and our Christian faith embrace diversity,
from what it means for the church or pastor. And it
yet don’t force this issue in your initial follow up. A
should reach the guest prior to the next service.
twenty-ﬁve year old being called by a sixty-ﬁve year old,
Strike a balance of making sure the guest is welcome for could again be less productive than no call at all.
a return visit, without making them feel like a target!
Whisper, don’t shout. If your church sets up a ﬂurry of
The diﬀerence is ﬁnesse. Coach your phoners to ask quesactivity with a new guest and then just stops – that sends
tions that may interest the visitor. Delivering goodies is
a message of recruitment, not one of hospitality. Perhaps
great, but keep the visit short. There are volumes of new
a small little note card mailed once a week for a few
techniques in advertising with a theme called “Permisweeks from the pastor might let people know you’re there
sion Marketing” which basically recognizes no one wants
for them without being pushy. This too can be done personally, yet automatically through www.smileinvite.com,
or if done by the church on a scheduled basis that could
be even better.
Less is more. Repeat – less is more. Pastors and ministers
are word smiths, words are powerful, they preach it,
teach it, and write it. Put a tight governor on those words
in your follow-up messages! A short, clear, and sincere
message will have greater impact on your guest than
more words on the page.

A NEW “E” TOOL!
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Designed to help church members
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The old ways of bringing your church to the people is
changing. New attitudes and new tools are needed to
introduce church to those who are interested. The best
resource of who would know those open to attending
church are your church members themselves. Empower
them with an understanding of why it’s important to
invite others, help them articulate what being a Christian means to them personally, and oﬀer some tools to
make the inviting easier. Host events that get people
talking and excited. By doing so, you increase your odds
of having more guests, repeat attendees, and perhaps
more committed members. It’s not that hard. And it can
be fun! You just need to be a champion and go ahead
and, as Nike encourages, “Just Do It!”
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Effective Sermons for the
21st Century
By Rod Casey

N

ow let me try and restate your logic,” said Bill as
he swallowed his last bite and pushed his plate
to the edge of the table. Greg and Bill had related casually through the quarterly luncheon of an evangelical pastors’ fellowship. Greg McGinnis was the pastor
of New Community Church, a congregation located
near the heart of the city. Before becoming the lead
pastor of New Community, Greg had served as Minister
of Adult Education for that same congregation. After the
previous pastor died unexpectedly of an aneurysm, Greg
began the difficult process of successfully transitioning
from being an Associate Pastor to his current role as Lead
Pastor. He had been at his new post for the past eight
years.

“You got it,” affirmed Greg.
“Okay. I’m intrigued with what you’ve said. Presuming
I’m willing to explore change, what are some practical
steps for making my sermons more effective?” asked Bill.
“Here’s a napkin to write on.”
“I’m glad you asked,” Greg smiled as he reached for his
pen and started to write. “Let me share four ideas we’re
experimenting with at New Community.”

Create a Sermon Synopsis
Months in Advance

One of the essential steps for enhancing a sermon’s effectiveness is for the preacher to create a synopsis, docuThough both had just passed the age of forty, Bill was a
menting the content of the sermons, months in advance
newcomer to ministry life. He made a career shift in his
of when the sermon or sermon series will be preached. By
mid-thirties, attending seminary and serving a denomiworking ahead, sufficient time is given to consider how
national internship before accepting his current call as
the sermon can best be delivered in a way that best comthe senior pastor of Heartland Baptist Church, situated
municates to the sermon hearers.
in a suburban neighborhood on a busy street, just two
and a half years ago. The conversation that morning “The way I’m doing it,” Greg continued, “is to get away
began intently and that intensity heightened as Bill con- for a personal retreat several times a year. I leave on
tinued.
Sunday afternoon and come back after noon on Wednesday. I spend Sunday relaxing and getting settled. I prefer
“Obviously, you’ve said a lot, but let me try and boil it
to take my spouse or another male staff member with me
down this way. If I understand what you’ve said, preachas long as they will respect my space. I typically fast on
ing still provides an important role in discipling an
Monday and Tuesday. I spend Monday morning in
emerging generation of learners who are willing to look
prayer and personal preparation. By the afternoon, I’m
to the church for help, right? And, because growth in
ready to turn my attention toward the upcoming series
Christ-likeness is a concern for church leaders, preaching
of messages.”
should continue to be a priority to see that done. Right?”
Continued on next page
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“How far in advance are you working?” asked Bill.

beyond the lecture format of typical preaching.1 Once
the synopsis is complete, team members receive a copy
and a date is set for a day-long work session.

“Ideally, if the series of messages begins in January, I’m
taking a retreat in November. If it were summer and
early fall that I’m preparing for, I’d work to have that “The purpose of the work session is to break the preachsynopsis ready mid-April. I can usually do four months ing into moves. These moves, once outlined, allow the
at a time, especially, if you consider special Sundays and various team members to work on how they can make a
the weeks planned for a guest speaker,” Greg explained. contribution to the delivery of the sermon. The preparation of the sermon’s central truth and main ideas gives
“Tell me more about how you spend the time on your
ample time for each member of the team to work on
retreat.”
their contribution. Though the core of the message will
“I’ve been keeping a file of scriptures and topics that I not be developed until the week preceding the sermon,
want to deal with. I solicit input from our lay board and supporting materials will be ready in advance for the
the staff, and invite suggestions from the congregation. I preacher to choose from. Invited players to this team
usually take a box full of books, tapes, and journal arti- make various contributions to the creative preaching
cles I’ve been collecting in a corner of my office. Obvi- process,” concluded Greg.
ously, I’ve been thinking about the upcoming quarter
“So, who makes up the team?” Bill asked curiously.
already. Then I prayerfully decide the sermons and series
we’ll be doing.”
“In addition to the preacher who is the primary communicator, one of the team members should be a leader in
Bill interrupted, “What do you include in the synopsis?
the art community of the church. Usually this person is
I’m assuming you don’t work up an outline at that point,
do you?”
“No, of course not. My goal is to get my mind around the
subject. I’m asking myself, ‘What is the question that
this text proposes? What is the timeless truth or central
truth that I want to share?’ I have to do enough work
with the texts to ensure I’m being faithful to biblical
preaching principles, but I don’t nail down the conclusions just yet,” explained Greg. “To answer your question, I include a rough draft of the series and message
titles, related scripture passages, a description of the subject that we’ll be talking about, and why I think it matters to the listeners. Finally, I include any creative
thoughts I have about multi-sensory methods that we
might use. What I produce on the retreat may not be
ready for the team’s eyes yet, but with a few hours of
editing after I get back, I’m ready to take it to the next
level for input.”

the music pastor. But, if this process is going to be a
more effective model then their interests and responsibilities must extend well beyond hymns and praise choruses. This person needs to have an “ear” to the culture
and a feel for the language of the arts community atlarge.

“Another member of the team should be a research assistant. This individual is one who loves to read, study, and
search the internet for relevant support material of the
Recruit a Team
sermon. They provide the pastor with statistics, contem“Recruiting a team may be the biggest challenge for porary illustrations, and sermonic materials related to
preachers wanting to implement these concepts,” the passage and subject being preached.
answered Greg. “The day when the pastor went into the
study alone during the week preceding the sermon and 1
See Michael Slaughter, Out on the Edge: A Wakereturned with a manuscript ready for delivery is past if Up Call for Church Leaders on the Edge of the Media Refwe hope to employ any creative, multi-sensory methods ormation (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998), 77–87, for a

“What’s the job of the team?” Bill asked.
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description of another ministry team process.
Continued on next page

“It’s also helpful for the team to include a scribe. While
the other team members are busy discussing great concepts and potential creative teaching methods the scribe
is responsible to write it all down for future reference.
This person sends a copy of the notes within days to the
other team members.”

“Members of this team, including the preacher, the arts
leader, and the research assistant will meet weekly to
evaluate the effectiveness of the previous sermon and to
decide which elements will be implemented for the
upcoming sermon.

“It should go without saying that the members of this
team will lead one or more of their own teams that are
essential for producing these creative elements. Music,
“Other planning team members may include an imagevideo, and drama teams are obvious examples,” Greg finpreferred learner and a target group representative. This
ished.
may be the same person, though not necessarily. The
image-preferred learner thinks in analogies or word pic- “Okay. Go on a personal retreat and recruit a team,” said
tures by default. Ideally, this person has expertise in the Bill. “What’s next?”
field of videography and can support the sermons with
interviews, creative clips produced in-house, and various
Think Creatively
moving images on screen. The target group representative can verify objections the team thinks the congrega- “Well, it seems safe to observe that most church commution will have to the proposed propositions and repre- nicators are word-preference learners. Their appreciation
sents the attitudes of the learners experiencing the and understanding for the art culture is typically pretty
low. Their thinking is linear, rational, and highly objecsermon.
“Interesting,” said Bill. “Anyone else?”

Continued on next page

Upcoming
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•
•
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Your Calling in Ministry
Christmas Eve Planning
Why Guys Don’t Do
Church
The Five Faces of Jesus
Web Empowering Your
Church
What Comes Next After
Christmas
Get Out of the Holiday
Funk

Church-Talk.com
Live Call-In Talk Internet Radio.
Every Tuesday at 10 AM Central

Listen or Watch On-Demand at Church-Talk.com
Watch On-Demand Episodes with Your Team for
Instant Discussions on Hot Topics
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tive. This is good and essential for faithful exposition of “Okay,” said Bill. “Three steps down, one to go, right?”
revelation. However, an enhanced preaching model
“Right,” said Greg.
demands more sensitivity to adult learning preferences.
The contemporary preacher needs to implement multisensory methods to communicate in our image-rich
Rehearse the Transitions
society.
“Another necessary step to implementing multi-sensory
“Successful implementation of multi-sensory methods methods is to practice the transitions prior to the service.
into the delivery of sermons is also dependent on the When multiple people are involved in the sermon’s delivcreative thinking of the preacher during the sermon ery, cues from the sermon outline or manuscript must be
preparation process. Though supplemented by the team, noted, and transitions from one element to another
the majority of the sermon is still made up of the preach- should be practiced.
er’s words. It is incumbent on the preacher to work hard “A separate cue sheet from the sermon manuscript/outat biblical preaching with an edge for the creative.” Greg line can be helpful as well. This includes all the elements
paused long enough for Bill to chime in.
of the weekend service. The cue sheet is a reminder of the
“How do I do that?” asked Bill.
“I’m glad you asked,” said Greg with a smile. “One of the
things a preacher can do is to simply observe art. The
preacher can attend art fairs and art exhibitions. By
observing, asking questions, and entering into the artist’s world, preachers can be stretched in their own appreciation of art and tap into their own creative juices.

service order and the times when participants should be
in their places ready to go!

“Recruit a service director to coordinate the run through
and then to call the cues during the service itself. This
individual orchestrates the choreography of tech, music,
preaching, and other multi-sensory methods during the
service. They troubleshoot problems.

“Another option is to take classes in a variety of creative “Rehearsing the transitions of multi-sensory methods
activities. Participation in a pottery class, watercolor included in the preaching may seem awkward the first
painting, art appreciation, or tutoring in film’s forms and time. But, it must be taken seriously in order to ensure a
quality learner-sensitive communication experience.”
processes are good examples.
“Finally, the easiest creative activity for most preachers to
do is to read books on the subject. The book Preaching
that Connects is a must read for the preacher wanting to
grow in creative process.2 This book suggests journalism
techniques preachers can employ to create a manuscript
or an outline that captures the heart as well as the mind.
Chapters include suggestions on effective storytelling
techniques, choosing the best words to communicate the
message, ideas for producing fitting conclusions, and
other helpful suggestions for preaching clear and relevant
sermons.”
Greg continued, “Doing these kinds of activities and
others suggested in the resources should enhance the
preacher’s competency in creative thinking. The hope is
that the result of creative thinking during sermon development is a manuscript/outline that captures the attention of the hearers and engages their learning needs.”
2
Mark Galli and Craig Brian Larson. Preaching
that Connects. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing
House, 1994, 23–33.

“Look, Greg,” he said. “I don’t know how to thank you
for your time. But, these past nine weeks have stretched
my thinking and given me a renewed interest in preaching. I want to respect your time, but I’d love it if we
could continue meeting as peers. I’ve grown to appreciate your friendship. And, you can counsel me as I begin
to put into practice some of the things I’ve learned. How
about it?”
“Funny you should ask
because I was going to
suggest that very thing,”
Greg responded. “I can’t
imagine what I’d do
next Thursday morning
if I had to sit in this
diner alone. Besides,
there are a few napkins
left I haven’t written on
yet.”
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Worship that
Welcomes

By Ed Varnum

I

was making my Sunday morning “before worship a rethinking of your entire worship experience, from
stroll” around the sanctuary, greeting members and before the service begins through after it ends.
welcoming guests. Bob and Jeanne stood as I shook
their hands. They were eager to update me about their
Before Worship Service Begins
daughter and son-in-law, also members of our congregaThe ﬁrst act of hospitality is invitation. Continually
tion, who had moved out of state a few weeks before.
remind members to invite. Tell members that people in
“The kids visited a church last Sunday,” said Bob. “There need of Christ are not F.A.R. from any of us, asking
was no one at the door, just a stack of bulletins on a table. them to list and pray for the names of Friends, AssociThey just took a bulletin and walked in. No one greeted ates, and Relatives who are not active in any church.
or seated them. In fact, not one member said a word to Have extra emphasis on invitation for special events or
them the entire time. The preacher even announced he the traditionally large attendance Services, such as
would be leaving right after the service for a funeral out Christmas and Easter.
of town and wouldn’t be at the door!”
Choose your greeters by their spiritual gifts. Choose
Jeanne continued, “But one couple did say ‘Hi.’ It was your greeters by their gifts of hospitality and love for
their ﬁrst Sunday, too! Can you believe it, Ed? Visitors at meeting people. Greeters are the ﬁrst people your guests
worship, and no one said ‘boo’ but another couple of will meet at church and can greatly aﬀect their experivisitors!”
ence of the entire service.
Displaying hospitality in our churches is a biblical man- Expand the number and locations of your designated
date. Hebrews 13:2 commands, “Do not forget to show greeters.
hospitality to strangers.” Hospitality to strangers is a translation of the one Greek word, philoxenias, derived from Place greeters outside the building, to welcome folks in
philos (love for friend or family) and xenos (a stranger or the parking lot or at the walkway to the church.
foreigner). Philoxenon is translated simply as “hospitality” Greeters at the door are so essential that you might conin Romans 12:13, 1 Peter 4:9, 1 Timothy 3:2, and Titus 1:8. sider having two sets at every entrance. The ﬁrst would
Each of these passages makes it clear that welcoming warmly welcome guests, handing them bulletins and
others is not optional for the church.
other needed materials. The second would greet them
How can we nurture worship that welcomes? First, recognize that this will not happen on its own. Most congregations are quick to tell you that they are inherently
friendly. They visit and laugh and have the best time.
Without careful planning, however, members will visit
each other, laugh at inside jokes, and leave their guests to
have the worst of times. Worship that welcomes requires
8
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with hands free to oﬀer greater focus on the needs of the
guests, such as the location of the nursery or introducing
the guest to someone of similar age or life situation.
Designate greeters in each section of the sanctuary. Their
ministry is to be attentive to guests in their seating area,
greeting them before and after worship. They are also to
watch for any needs that might arise. I felt cared for

Varnum is an ordained minister in the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). He is
a seminar leader, pastoral coach and congregational consultant. Varnum is
founder of CORE Ministries,
which assists individuals and
organizations in discovering
and living out their specific
purpose and mission. Read
more about CORE at
www.coreministries.net.

while visiting a church recently, when a member handed
me a hymnal opened to the service’s opening hymn.
Teach church members the hospitality of moving to the

Carefully explain congregational participation in easily
understood language. This includes places where congregants are to stand, kneel, read, sing, or pray aloud.

If your congregation is going to celebrate the Lord’s
Supper, be especially careful to provide clear instructions,
both written and verbal, for how the congregation shares
communion. I know a man who decided to attend worship for the ﬁrst time since his childhood. He gladly
received communion, eating the bread and drinking
from the cup as each was passed. But his joy turned to
center of their pew or row of chairs as others arrive.
surprise and embarrassment when he discovered that the
Don’t assume that those sitting alone want to be left
rest of the congregation had held the emblems, taking
alone. A guest has made the ﬁrst step toward a relationthem together to represent a unity of which he was not a
ship just by being there. At the very least, step over at
part. He never returned.
some point to oﬀer a warm welcome to the church.
Never assume anything about a guest’s ecclesiastical
Pastors, walk around! Greet, meet, and listen. You will
experience or biblical knowledge. Speak in terms that
learn important information from members and guests
people understand in the liturgy, prayers, and sermons.
alike, and you will be setting the tone for hospitality in
Further, preachers, craft your messages to answer the
your church.
essential “so what?” Long-time church members will
appreciate this as well as your guests.

Worship that welcomes requires
rethinking of your entire worship
experience

During the Worship Service
Scrupulously search each part of the service for language
understood only by the initiated (such as invocation,
doxology, etc.). If you must use “coded” language or an
acronym, make sure it’s explained. Also, limit any information that is of interest only to the membership. These
could include extended spoken announcements of activities within the church such as meetings or events that
would be of little or no interest to non-members (think
weddings, showers, etc.). Save these tidbits of information for newsletters, emails, and the like.
Include a word of welcome to all guests early in the service but do nothing to make individuals feel singled out
(such as having guests stand or wear a special ribbon).
Every eﬀort should be made to make your church guests
comfortable and at ease, just as you would with guests in
your home.

At the close of worship, let the minister or worship leader
take the opportunity to, again, thank the guests for their
presence and invite them to return the next week or for a
special event.

Following the Worship Service
Ministers often greet folks at the door following the
benediction. Remember to assign greeters to all other
exits following the service.
The greeters in speciﬁc sections around the sanctuary as
well as those outside the building should make every
eﬀort to speak to any guests, thanking them for their
presence and inviting them to return.
Each church member has a personal responsibility to
welcome guests as well. But instructions to greet guests
often leads to a sorrowful, downcast look followed by,
“But what if they are long-term members and I just don’t
November/December 2007
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know them? They’ll be oﬀended and I’ll be embarrassed.”
That dilemma is easily remedied by simply extending
your hand to one you think might be a guest and saying,
“I’m [add your name]. I don’t believe we’ve met.” The
ensuing conversation can determine if this is a ﬁrst-time
guest, a returning guest, or a member of the church. In
any case, you will have extended hospitality and perhaps
gained a new friend in return.

Ongoing Leadership For Hospitality
Teach church members to consider all who enter their
services as honored guests rather than visitors who have
simply stopped by to observe.

Vigilantly watch for any place in the worship and other
ministries of your church that may be confusing or
excluding for guests. This includes “inside” language,
assumptions about movement and ﬂow of the service,
Contact information for each guest can be obtained in and diﬃculty in locating the nursery, classrooms, rest
several ways, including an active guest book (staﬀed by rooms, etc. Hiring someone unknown by the church as
an attentive member), passing a “friendship register” at a “secret shopper” to attend worship and then report on
his or her experience would be money well spent. This
Vigilantly watch for any place in person
could comment on such things as ease in ﬁnding
the worship and other ministries of the church, reactions to the church building, welcome or
of it by the people, and each element of the service
your church that may be confusing lack
itself. (See Jim Henderson’s “Learning Evangelism from
Atheists” in this issue for related ideas.)
or excluding for guests.
some point during the service, or by greeting guests
through a visitors’ welcome center. However you acquire
this information, use it to again extend hospitality during
the following week. This should include a note from the
pastor, a phone call from a church member (especially of
similar age, gender, and life situation.), and a brief visit
to their home with a small gift such as a loaf of homebaked bread.

Above all, seek worship that welcomes God. Let each
song, prayer, scripture, and sermon be lifted to the glory
of God. Worship that is God-focused and guest-focused
will be the most appealing for all to attend.
Nurturing worship that welcomes can happen only
through intentional leadership, planning, communication, and eﬀort. However, the beneﬁts are enormous,
including a congregation increasingly alive in the love
and grace of Christ.
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According to a 2007 Gallup poll, fewer
people believe in God than at any time during
the last decade (86, down from 92).

On the other hand, according to that same poll, more
people believe in the devil than anytime during the last decade
(70, up from 56).

How this plays out in the church is yet to be seen; however, according to Steve Sjogren,
currently 98 of churches in the US have either plateaued or are in decline (The Church
Report, August 07).
For those looking for a silver lining, it turns out that the number one spiritual challenge for parents
is the spiritual development of their children (Barna.org), which means, churches with great (great,
not just good) children’s programming have a leg-up when it comes to church growth.
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Hospitality:
Taking it to the Next Level

Copyright © 2012 by Net Results: www.netresults.org. Reprint permission (including electronic
transmission) granted within the purchaser’s local congregation. These articles, whether
reproduced electronically or in print, must include the copyright information and author’s byline.

Hospitality Auditors
by Bob French
French is pastor of Liberty and Coitsville Presbyterian Churches of Youngstown, Ohio.

Readers of Net Results know there’s no lack of innovative programs and ideas for
helping churches grow. But getting those ideas to catch fire in congregations is another matter.
Often the plan outlined at a seminar will never make it off the newsprint board and into the
church. How can leaders tell whether their suggestions for welcoming new worshipers are
actually being adopted? Should they send someone on a secret mission to find out?
Upper Ohio Valley Presbytery, a part of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), began an
audacious effort to do just that. The presbytery sent “hospitality auditors” incognito to worship
services in its congregations. While this happened only with a church’s permission, members
didn’t know when their undercover visitors would arrive. The auditors evaluated the
friendliness and accessibility of the church according to a checklist. A team from the presbytery
then visited the church and shared the auditors’ report with congregational leaders.
A task force, convened by then-General Presbyter Robert Houser, designed the program.
It was one ingredient of a comprehensive three-year outreach campaign that included Invite-aFriend Sundays, seminars on becoming a welcoming church, and workshops provided by Net
Results, supported by television, radio, and print advertising. The goal of the campaign was to
revitalize ninety-two mostly small Presbyterian congregations along the Ohio River in Ohio and
West Virginia, an area hard-hit by mill closings and unemployment. In many cases, the
economic troubles led these congregations to adopt a fortress mentality, making it hard for new
people and new ideas to penetrate. People in the community often had the impression that
church services were for members only. The members wanted their church to grow, but they
needed to be reminded to show hospitality to strangers, as the Bible recommends. The
hospitality audits told campaign leaders who was getting the message and who needed more
attention. The audits helped in evaluating the results of the presbytery’s effort to train churches
to be more welcoming.
The campaign, which began in 2000, was planned with the help of Presbyterian Media
Mission (www.pmm4u.org), a nonprofit production and consulting firm headquartered in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. (PMM is probably best known for producing the “Passages” radio
program.) Their consultants designed a church-growth media blueprint for the presbytery,
aimed at the Advent season during three consecutive years. An additional print advertising
effort targeted Pentecost Sunday. Net Results workshops* titled “Faith and Fishing” and
“Turnaround Strategies for the Small Church” were scheduled leading up to Advent.
“Welcoming Church” workshops provided seminars on the Alpha evangelism program and on
developing church websites, reactivating inactive members, planning Invite-a-Friend Sundays,
and utilizing media. The hospitality auditors also received their training at these events.
Auditors, working in pairs, played the role of church-shopping newcomers. At no time
did they identify themselves as representatives of the presbytery. They were given the name of
the church to visit but with no details or directions. Like any newcomers, they had to find out
worship times and places from public sources: newspapers, Yellow Pages, phone calls, websites.
They graded the church on the ease of getting this information and finding their way to the
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service. Upon arriving at the church, they took note of the parking facilities and the building’s
appearance and accessibility. They paid attention to how they were welcomed as they entered:
Did greeter or ushers introduce themselves? Did they introduce others? They looked into
amenities such as rest rooms and the church nursery. All these items were rated on a checklist
after the visit.
When worship began, the visitors looked carefully at the bulletin. Was it understandable
and easy to follow or full of church jargon? Did it identify someone to contact for information
about the church, or was a brochure available? What is the place of children in worship? Did
they feel included? Did members speak to the visitors during or after the service and invite them
to fellowship time or some other event?
After returning home, auditors filled out their checklists and waited for a follow-up call
or note from the church they visited. If they received one, they included that in their report as
well, along with general comments about the atmosphere at the church, its friendliness, and
whether they felt the members sincerely wanted them to return. They submitted the report to the
presbytery, and a presbytery team (not the auditors) scheduled a visit with the church’s
governing board. Their presentation avoided nit-picking and provided a rationale and
theological basis for the concept of hospitality. The story of Abraham’s visitors (Gen. 18),
Paul’s advice in Romans 12, and the passage (Heb. 13) about entertaining angels unawares are
appropriate texts. The church was commended for what it was doing right, and the team offered
to help where improvement was needed.
The program has been helpful in the churches who made use of it. In general, visitors
were surprised by how much effort the churches made to welcome them. That may be a
symptom of one of the program’s problems: It was underused. Possibly, the invitations for
auditors only came from churches already making an effort to be more welcoming. A better job
of publicizing the program and pointing out its benefits might have helped. Another problem
was finding Sundays when the auditor teams were free to make visits. All were active in their
own congregations and often had other commitments there.
Perhaps because it was largely designed by clergy, the program tended to focus on
things the members could do to make the church more welcoming. As the program began,
nothing was done to rate the quality of the service itself, the music, the sermon, or the perceived
friendliness of the pastor and worship leaders. Yet anyone who has ever visited an unfamiliar
church knows that these things loom large in the minds of visitors. Should they be on the
checklist too? Or are some cows still too sacred to be inspected by the hospitality auditors?
There are many ways of bringing accountability to the process of evangelism training.
Hospitality auditors can help, not only in the type of judicatory program described above, but
also by more informal methods. Perhaps the leaders of two nearby congregations can plan to
exchange “secret guests” who visit each other’s worship services. Much could be learned in the
follow-up evaluations. And if the suggestions for improvement are truly followed, imagine how
much grace-full hospitality we can share with the guests whom God brings our way!
*For more information about Net Results workshops on various topics, see
www.netresults.org/main_workshops.htm, email netresults@netresults.org, or phone 806/7628094, ext. 105.
Note: See the “Coaching Corner” article in this issue for related discussion questions.
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For additional, practical articles on this subject, go to www.netresults.org and click on “Practical Resources” to
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Be Our Guest
By Dr. Christopher W. Perry

T

he fire is crackling merrily, the house is sparkling
clean, and the aromas of numerous holiday treats
are wafting in from the kitchen. Everything is set
for a traditional holiday get-together. This is a scene
many of us will participate in during November and
December. Sometimes the occasion involves family, or a
Sunday School / Life Group Christmas party, or maybe
a celebration with co-workers. Whatever the occasion,
hosting others is a common occurrence. To many of us,
these events are what makes the holiday seasons so special. What is Thanksgiving without gathering around
the table with friends and/or family? What Christmas
would be complete without gathering with our closest
friends to trade gifts and eat too much?
If you are to play host or hostess for one of these gatherings then hospitality is of great concern to you. But what
determines good hospitality? If my house looks immaculate and the food is good have I done my job? Is it enough
that I provide the space? Of course not! If my house
passes the white-glove inspection and yet I sit on my
couch watching football and yell “It’s open” when someone comes to the door, my host skills might be called
into question. But what should I do? Am I a superb host
if I give everyone the “grand tour,” fix their drinks, and
get their food? Am I host or a butler? On the other hand,
are my social skills lacking if I allow my guests to wander
about the house, fix their own meal, and treat them as if
they belong there? Which of these is “good” hospitality?
Or is it something in between?
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Hospitality is an issue of vital importance to the church.
Whether you like it or not, we live in a consumerist society. Those who enter your doors will likely make their
decision about how much they like your church within

Am I a superb host if I give
everyone the “grand tour,” fix
their drinks, and get their food?
Am I host or a butler?
the first ten minutes of walking through the door. No
matter how dynamic your choir, band, visuals, or sermon
might be, if someone does not feel wanted, they will
most likely not return. Notice I used the word “feel.”
That was intentional. My assumption is that all church
leaders are happy that this visitor has come into your
church. We want new people! Admittedly, that assumption has been proven wrong on a few occasions, but
seeing as how you’ve read this far into the article, I’m
Continued on next page
Dr. Christopher Perry is pastor of Robinson Springs UMC in Millbrook, AL and
author of two books: Learning To Talk
Sheep and The Church Mouse: Leadership Lessons From The Magic Kingdom.
He is an adjunct professor for Huntingdon College and Asbury Seminary and a
frequent conference speaker on leadership and creativity. He has a wonderful
wife and two sons.
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going to give your church the benefit of the doubt and
assume you are one of the ones who actually want new
people to come into your church family. No matter how
badly you want them, if they don’t feel wanted then your
church does not have effective hospitality. Again, I realize you will have some people who will not feel wanted
unless you roll out the red carpet, announce their arrival
with a trumpet salute, and provide them with a personal
valet for the duration of the service. I’m talking about
the average family who walks through your doors.
We, first, must have a good understanding of what hospitality is all about. In my book The Church Mouse I go
in-depth on the Disney Corporation’s use of the “Be our
guest” slogan. The phrase comes from the 1991 Disney
movie Beauty and the Beast. Disney uses it as a catch
phrase for all of their Cast Members (their term for
employees) to teach them the vision of the company. The
leaders of Disney wanted to intentionally train every
person in the company to view those who walked into
their stores and theme parks as guests, not customers. A
guest is someone to be welcomed in, to be treated with
all of the hospitality you can muster. A customer is someone you want to purchase something from you so that
you can increase your profit margin. A guest is a friend
to be respected. A customer is a “thing” to be used.
Disney is definitely in the money-making business, but
they understand the
way you treat a person
goes a long way towards
the loyalty of that
person to your brand. I
know people who spend
hundreds of dollars
going to the Walt
Disney World resort
every single year. Why?
Of course there are a lot
of reasons, but much of
it has to do with the
way they are treated. In
today’s economy, people
are very careful with
how they spend their
vacation dollars. They
are willing to pay Disney’s prices largely because of the hospitality they are
shown while on property. Does hospitality matter in
your church? You bet it does if you want to reach people
with the gospel.
8
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As a means of self-evaluation, ask yourself the hard question: Do I (and does my church) view a new person as an
honored guest or a potential addition to the bottom line?
It is vital that you answer this question with complete
honesty. I have yet to visit a church that does not think
it’s a friendly, welcoming church. To its members, it
probably feels very warm and inviting. But what about to
an outsider? If you really want to get an accurate answer

Hospitality, if done correctly,
invites your guests in and allows
them to wander around to
identify with who they will and
pick up on what they will.
to this question, I suggest you engage the services of
some “mystery shoppers.” I have worked out a system
with some colleagues in the area where I will send one or
two of my church members to them on a Sunday from
time to time (I never tell them in advance which Sunday)
to pose as first time visitors. They do the same for me.
Afterwards, we get feedback from the “mystery shoppers”
as to their experience. If you’re going to try this you need
to make sure of two things: First, make sure you’re willing to listen to the truth.
Whatever the feedback
you receive, be willing
to listen to it and adjust
accordingly.
Second,
make sure that your
“mystery shoppers” are
capable
of
giving
detailed, helpful feedback. Saying, “It was
good” won’t help you
much. Lay out some
specific criteria so that
they will know what
they are supposed to
evaluate.
So, the first level of hospitality is actually viewing your visitors as guests. The second level is to understand what hospitality is truly supposed to accomplish.
Hospitality, if done correctly, invites your guests in and
Continued on next page
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allows them to wander around to identify with who they
will and pick up on what they will. As hospitality, it’s all
there, whatever we choose, and we are allowed to enjoy it
at any of several levels. We fail when we point to one
view – this is the way you should view or experience this.
The latter treats people as being incapable of judging for
themselves what they need. We (your church) are the
experts telling you (the visitor) what you need to hear,
experience, feel, and see. If I invite someone over to my
home for a Christmas party is it more hospitable to fix
their plate, and tell them to eat what I fixed or else get
nothing or to lay out trays with a variety of foods and
allow them to pick what they want?

an argument and no longer sees each other on Thanksgiving. Do you see how the one view of the holidays we
present is so often inhospitable? All we often accomplish
is to remind our guests how “different” they are.

As I explained this concept to a pastor recently he replied,
“I can’t please everyone.” He’s right. But Paul says in 1
Corinthians 9:19–23 that he tried to be all things to all
people. Not to try to please everyone, but so that they
might come to know Christ. To me, those verses sum up
what hospitality is all about. Our job, as the church, is to
tell the Metanarrative – God’s Story. Hospitality is providing multiple ways for people to find their way into
that story, no matter where they are in their life. This is
Allowing room for people to explore and engage as they not so that we might have bigger budgets and buildings,
will is especially important during holidays. Often we but so that every person has the opportunity to hear the
present Christmas and Thanksgiving only one way – it’s Good News in a way that speaks to them.
a time to gather with family, celebrate traditions, and be
During the Thanksgiving, Advent, and Christmas seahappy. For many, though, the holidays are not such
sons, especially, I want to encourage you to perform a
happy times. Think of the widow celebrating her first
hospitality audit of your church. Start at the outside and
Christmas without her husband. Think of the blended
work your way in. Does your parking lot have adequate
family who will only have the kids part of the time and
signage so people know where to go? Do you have greetis running crazy trying to accomplish all of the “tradiers in the parking areas and entrances to your church
tional” things in that limited time. Think of the young
building to direct those who are new? Do you have parkfather who was laid off and is wondering how he is going
ing spaces especially for handicapped, expectant mothto afford to buy even one present for his children this
Continued on next page
Christmas. Think of the family that has been broken by

It Takes More than
Decorations to Provide
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ers, and first time visitors? The first on that list you’ll see
at every church. The second two go a long way towards
showing hospitality.
Once inside, is your signage adequate? Do you have
people actively looking for those who look “lost” and
helping them find their way? Do you have a welcome
table where visitors can find any information they need
about the church? I often see a table just like this, but it
is rarely staffed. Often brochures are laid out, but most
people, in the age of “push this button for this service”
want to talk to a real person.

a variety of ways or only your way? Will a first time visitor be able to figure out what is going on or is there a lot
of “insider” language? Do you have a way to identify and
follow-up with visitors without making them feel uncomfortable (i.e., singling them out in worship, which is the
most humiliating experience and a virtual guarantee
they won’t be back)?

I don’t have space in this article to give you a full hospitality audit, but hopefully the questions posed will give
you a good start in forming your own. Every person who
walks through your door is a child of God and deserving
of all the respect and honor that brings. At my church
we say that on your first two visits you’re an honored
Intentionality is key to
guest, a child of the King, visiting royalty. Once you hit
hospitality. It won’t just happen. visit number three you’re family and we treat you as such.
We help you find a place to fit in and put you to work.
That, too, is hospitality. Every person wants to feel needed
Are all of your church leaders, including Sunday School
and a part of something bigger than themselves.
and small group leaders, trained in hospitality? Disney
trains every single Cast Member, no matter their job, Hospitality is not just being nice. It is helping each person
with the “Be our guest” motto. Intentionality is key to feel valued, welcomed, and wanted. Hospitality should
hospitality. It won’t just happen. Our normal tendency is not be something we do but part of who we are as repreto gravitate towards those we already know. You must sentatives of Christ. When you show someone hospitality
train all of your people, especially your leaders, to be you embody the gospel to them. As Jesus said, when you
give even a cup of cold water to someone, you’ve done it
intentional about hospitality.
to him. There is no greater honor than that.
Finally, what about the way you present your worship
services and sermons? Do they allow people to plug-in in
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Hospitality
Beyond the Status Quo

By Tom Bandy

R

adical Hospitality is a common ambition among
churches hoping to reverse decline and grow
again. Most church leaders, however, make the
mistake of assuming that “Radical Hospitality” is just
the old “hospitality” performed more aggressively: firmer
handshakes, bigger smiles, longer passing of the peace,
and real cream in the coffee. I have often said that every
dying church in North America considers itself a friendly congregation … and this is true even if they really are
a friendly congregation! “Radical Hospitality” is something way beyond the status quo of our traditional
behavior.

It all begins with the right attitude. Normal hospitality
assumes that members are more important than visitors.
They get the best parking and seating, more “face time”
with the pastor, and are first in line for refreshments.
Occasionally a church dares to give equal status to visitors (designating a handful of parking placed near the
door, reserving the rear pew, getting equal “face time”
with the pastor, and creating two lines for refreshments).
Growing churches, however, are more radical. They
assume that visitors are more important than members.
They get all the best parking and all the best seats; the
most “face time” with the pastor, and don’t even have to
wait in line because someone serves them.

pitality goal in growing churches is to facilitate significant
conversations. What is a “significant conversation”? It is a
conversation between seekers and disciples, or between
visitors and members, about healing, hope, acceptance,
virtue, personal growth, and positive change. It’s not a
conversation about sports, weather, the pastor’s joke, the
cute kids in the children’s sermon, or your pet peeve this
week.
You can tell the difference between normal hospitality
and “Radical Hospitality” by measuring outcomes. The
outcome of normal hospitality is that members catch up
with each other, visitors feel comfortable, leaders are
reminded of the coming committee meeting, and everybody goes happily home to lunch. The outcome of “Radical Hospitality” is that innumerable significant conversations are erupting before, during, and after worship …
and everyone is encourage to participate in a small group
or engage in daily spiritual disciplines over the coming
week. People go home having shared something, learned
something, celebrated something, or been challenged by
something relevant to spiritual growth and Christian
mission. “Radical Hospitality” introduces seekers to
Continued on next page

“Radical Hospitality” has a completely different goal than
normal hospitality. Ask anyone in a dying church about
the purpose of hospitality and they will say that it is to
welcome people and help visitors feel right at home. The
goal of “Radical Hospitality” is quite different. The hos14
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Jesus, not the church; feeds their souls with hope, not
write down email addresses, and promise to stop by
just their stomachs with sugar; and excites them with
the house or the hospital later that week.
stories of Christian life and mission, not caffeine. VisiTrue, there are a few visitors who are shy about all that
tors leave thinking they have just connected with the
attention. Most visitors, however, appreciate not only the
Kingdom of God, not just another service club at prayer.
welcome, but at being taken seriously as thoughtful, burIf the goal is different, then the strategy is different. The dened, valuable human beings who deserve to be recogmost obvious sign of “Radical Hospitality” is that it goes
on before, during, and after worship. There are teams
The most obvious sign of
greeting people as they come in; supporting people as
they worship; feeding people after they worship; and
“Radical Hospitality” is that it
waving goodbye as they drive away.
• Pre-Worship greeters and ushers are in the parking
lot or by the street corner; and at every entrance.
Their welcome is effusive, especially toward people
they don’t know. They ask pointed questions like: Is
there any way I can pray for you this week? Would
you like me to introduce you to one of our spiritual
leaders? Have you heard about our small group and
mission opportunities?
• During-Worship support teams are in the sanctuary intentionally observing people who might be
moved by the service, struggling with little kids or
aging parents, or touched by the Holy Spirit. They
are ready to follow them out of the sanctuary, or sit
beside them to help. They offer a Kleenex for tears,
prayer in silent companionship, guidance to the
washroom or kitchen, and assistance to find a song,
follow the liturgy, or even change a baby’s diaper.
Afterwards they forego their own coffee to sit and
talk with a seeker who stays behind.
• After-Worship refreshment teams are in the hall
serving great food, sugar and sugarless, at designated serving stations. They not only serve the line,
but they bring refreshments directly to newcomers
(as well as seniors, young mothers, and the disabled).
And they not only serve food, but they deliberately
engage people in significant conversation: Did you
experience the nearness of God this week? Can I share
a personal celebration with the pastor? Is there any
way I can pray for you in the week to come? They even
take the time to write a note to themselves so they
won’t forget.
• After-Church greeters are at every exit, and even in
the parking lot. They are busy collecting prayer
requests, holding umbrellas, escorting families to
their vehicles, reminding people of small group and
mission opportunities, and giving a parting gift to
newcomers. Yes, they even collect business cards,
16
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goes on before, during, and after
worship. There are teams
greeting people as they come in;
supporting people as they
worship; feeding people after
they worship; and waving
goodbye as they drive away.

nized and heard. You will find that most of the people
who worry about offending shy people are church members who are primarily worried that they don’t have anything significant to say about hope.
You have probably realized by now that “Radical Hospitality” is no small thing, done by a few untrained extroverts. It is a major ministry done by trained teams. These
teams meet during the week as small groups who pray
for the people they met last Sunday and for the people
with whom God will connect them next week. They support one another; learn new things about demographic
sensitivity; and prepare for significant conversation by
reading the scriptures for the coming worship service.
Normal hospitality relies on a task group of dutiful
ushers who show up unprepared fifteen minutes ahead of
time … and disappear after the service. Or it relies on
dutiful kitchen helpers (usually older women) who keep
the coffee urns filled and refer every inquiry to the church
office. “Radical Hospitality” is definitely not normal
Radical Hospitality is perhaps the most “seeker sensitive”
ministry of a “seeker sensitive” church. Among the sixtyplus lifestyle segments in North America, different
groups of people value different kinds of food, environments, and relationships. Just observe how the food court
at the mall is designed. The clientele at each booth difContinued on next page
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fers by age, education, dress, taste, tattoos, and a multitude of other lifestyle markers. If you really want to make
people welcome, and go further to engage them in significant conversation, then you have connect with them
on their terms … not yours!

out in a plastic bag. For lifestyle segments that include
students, dual career families, amateur sports Dads …
and the desperately poor, homeless, and unemployed
Moms … the food from church needs to last all day. The
talk on the go.

There are four basic kinds of seeker sensitive hospitality “Radical Hospitality” means covering all the bases and
strategies. Which one connects with the particular group reaching all the lifestyle expectations. Whatever it takes,
of Macedonians who keep you up at night?
whatever the expense, growing churches spend the money
on hospitality so that they can make significant conversations happen.
The Basics
A hearty welcome, solid pew, simple snacks, and lots of
coffee from a big metal urn are enough. Provide some
stackable chairs and a few tables (decorated by stray crayons from a generation of Sunday school kids) is sufficient
to get them talking. They will share their life struggles
and spiritual victories without much prompting, and go
out of their way to talk to strangers without being asked.
Many of the lifestyle segments that have been the backbone of established churches are satisfied with this.

There are two ways to test how “radical” your so-called
“Radical Hospitality” really is.

The first test is more sophisticated. Many denominations
and middle judicatories now have subscriptions to MissionInsite.com. Identify the three or four largest lifestyle
segments, and proportionate representation, in your zip
code or mission area. Then compare the proportions of
lifestyle segments in your mission field to the proportions represented in your church on Sunday morning.
Truly Radical Hospitality means that the proportions
Multiple Choices
inside and outside your church are roughly the same. If
The diversity of the public drives diversity in hospitality.
some group isn’t connecting with your church, you need
One size doesn’t fit all. Multi-generational greeters welto wonder why.
come people in different ways. People select the chair
that fits, the refreshment that satisfies and the tablecloth The second test is quite simple. All you need to do is
with their favorite color, and the background music that appoint two or three members to exercise their spiritual
suits their mood. They open up when the environment is gift of lurking on Sunday morning. Watch people enter
congenial and the time is right. Many of the lifestyle seg- and leave; watch people spontaneously interact during
ments in the emerging multi-cultural world aren’t ready worship in the sanctuary, the narthex, and the rest of the
building; and especially watch the conversations during
to talk unless the treated with respect.
coffee hour. Give every lurker a little “clicker” with which
to
count. Whenever they see a “significant conversation”
Healthy Choices
A growing number of lifestyle segments have made holis- … click! You don’t have to overhear it. You can tell by the
tic health and balanced living major ambitions. They body language, eye contact, concount calories, gravitate to fruit and fiber, avoid sugar centration, and animation when
and caffeine, and prefer to stand in natural light and something significant is going on.
breathe fresh air. They respect people who are respectful, Do this every Sunday for three
honor the natural environment, and avoid spreading months and chart the results. Is the
germs by refusing to shake hands. More and more life- trend going up or down? A declining
style segments are literally, as well as metaphorically, church may record less than five conversations for every one hundred people, and the
allergic to the church and only linger in safe places.
number will be much the same every
Sunday. A growing church may record
Take Out
thirty conversations for every one hunPeople are on the move. Their conversations move seam- dred people, and the number will
lessly from face-to-face, to email, Twitter, and text. The grow over time.
conversation that started at the front door of the church
continues by cell phone and iPad on the way home. The
coffee needs to be in a travel mug, and the food carried
Net Results Magazine
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First Impressions

By Bill Tenny-Brittian

T

here’s an old saying that reminds us that we don’t
get a second chance to make a first impression.
Although that may seem like a “Duh!” statement,
it always amazes me how few churches seem to consider
it, let alone take it seriously. As I look back over the past
years of consulting, I realize I’ve made the following recommendations to hundreds of congregations and yet too
many blithely skip right over them to focus their attention on more important stuff like worship music, technology, or preaching. Then three years later they don’t
understand why their retention of first-time guests rarely
exceeds 25 percent – after all, don’t they have a great worship service?

There’s some discrepancy in the research results, but
guests make a decision about whether or not they’ll be
returning within the first few minutes of their visit– like
somewhere between two and ten minutes – and the clock
begins ticking when they turn into your church’s driveway.
Add ‘em up. By the time your guests have actually walked
up your steps, almost half of your time to “Wow!” them
is gone. Think your great music or sermon is going to
convince them? In most cases, before the first chord of
the worship band or the strains of the organ fill their ears
they already know whether or not they’ll likely be back.
Let me illustrate. It was Palm Sunday and I didn’t have
an “appointment” at any particular church, so I opted to
visit one up the street from me that I’d heard had completed a building remodel that was supposed to appeal to
the “younger” crowd. I arrived early, just in case, and
found a vacant parking spot. I noticed they didn’t have
any guest parking, so I felt lucky to snag a space between

two SUVs. There was a young family in the parking lot
and they got to the sidewalk three or four steps ahead of
me. They must have been late for something because the
father hustled the children forward putting as much distance between me and them as possible. I guess I must
have looked threatening.
There was no sign outside to direct anyone to the front
entrance, but I followed the young family and lucked out
– it was the right door (though there were several doors in
view from where I’d parked). There were two ushers four
or five steps into the entryway and they were in rapt conversation. They noticed me right away and wished me
good morning, handed me a program, and nodded
towards the sanctuary. I followed the unspoken directions, entered the worship space, and looked around for
a seat. I had several good options and chose to sit near
the back. Knowing that it was Palm Sunday and would
likely be crowded (a bad assumption, it turned out), I
moved to the center of the pew to make room for any
who might care to join me. I sat, I watched, I was totally
ignored. People greeted each other all around me and
there were plenty of conversations, but I wasn’t invited
Continued on next page
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into any of them. By then I’d already made my decision In the briefest possible format then, here’s a checklist on
that as “cool” as the exposed industrial ceiling was, if I how your church can make a winning first impression.
was a “real” guest I wouldn’t be back.
• Outdoor signage should point the way to the worOn the other hand, there was Dean King. When it comes
ship center and childcare if the two are not close
to first impressions and welcome, I always turn to Dean
together.
King because he’s the reason I’m ordained in the Disci• Hospitality begins in the parking lot. Deploy parkples of Christ denomination. On a Sunday morning in
ing attendants, especially if your parking lot is over
Decatur, Georgia, my wife and I serendipitously ended
60 percent full.
up parking in the Decatur First Christian Church park• Greeters must be friendly, gregarious, and “have
ing lot to attend worship. We were both attending seminever met a stranger” kind of people. Give Grumpy
nary, and we were both Methodist clergy-bound. Even
Greeter a different job.
from the parking lot we couldn’t miss the rather tall, red
• Greeters take their places no later than fifteen minblazered man standing outside what looked to be the
utes before the service and stay there for fifteen
front doors of the church. We walked his direction and
minutes after the service begins.
the closer we got, the bigger his smile – or so it seemed.
• Deploy helpful parking lot greeters to welcome and
As we mounted the steps he greeted us with a cheery “It’s
offer assistance whenever possible. Arm them with
a lovely morning, isn’t it?” We agreed as we drew near
golf umbrellas in inclement weather.
and he continued, “I don’t believe we’ve met. I’m Dean
• Door greeters stand outside the doors, not inside.
King.” He stuck his hand out and his eyes twinkled. We
• Deploy door greeters outside any door that might
introduced ourselves as Bill and Kris and he said, “It’s
be used by a guest.
good to meet you. How are you this fine morning?” And
• Deploy lobby hosts who are stationed in the lobby
being members of polite society we assured him we were
to identify the lost (newcomers) and steer them to
fine, and returned the requisite “How are you?” “Feel
the Information Center. Lobby hosts remain in the
like a King!” he boomed, winked, and laughed. We were
lobby for the whole service.
totally disarmed and felt like we’d found a friend. We
• Develop a staffed Information Center (not a welchatted for a few moments and he discovered we were
come center or guest information booth) with your
first time guests so he gave us the briefest overview of the
sharpest, most informed folks who are walking
coming service so we wouldn’t be unfamiliar. Then he
Wikipedias about your church.
opened the doors for us and accompanied us into the
• Ushers should ush. Anyone can hand out a bulletin.
church’s entry hall. He escorted us to a pair of ushers who
It takes panache and style to ask every single person,
smiled … mostly … and he slightly bent down towards
“Do you have a seating preference?”
them as if to let them in on a secret. With a marvelous
• Deploy worship center hosts whose task is to make
smile in his voice, and a wry grin towards us, he addressed
sure every single person in their assigned section is
the ushers. “This is Bill and Kris. They’re personal friends
well greeted.
of mine. Give ‘em the best seats in the house and don’t
• Train your members to get to know those around
charge them nothin’!” Then he straightened, smiled
them by having real conversations. Teach them the
broadly, and let the ushers lead us to a seat.
Conversation Waltz (one, two three …).
My wife tells me the service was very good and I have to
trust her, but it wouldn’t have made any difference one
way or the other. Within five minutes of getting out of
our car in the parking lot I knew we’d be back. The next
week, when we herded our five children before us, Dean
King was waiting at his designated post and he befriended each one. Eighteen months later I was ordained in
that church and if anyone asks why I left the Methodists,
I “blame” Dean King … the man who took St. Peter’s
place at the Pearly Gates when he died several years ago.

1.“I don’t believe we’ve met.”
2.“How long have you been coming to First
Church?” (Not our church or my church.)
3.“What keeps you busy during the week?”

• Rest rooms are the most important room in your
church building. If they are under par, they’ll be
remembered. If they are average, they’ll be accepted.
If they’re over the top well stocked, well decorated,
well appointed, etc. they’ll be remembered and will
be the topic of guest conversations. Really.
Continued on next page
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• The nursery, the second most important room in
your church, must be safe, sanitary, secure, well
staffed by friendly caring adults, and the décor
should sizzle.
• And although your first impression opportunity
has come and gone by this point, nonetheless ushers,
greeters, parking lot attendants and greeters should
return to their posts five minutes before the service
ends to thank folks for coming, to invite them to
return, and to assist those in need.

With only a few minutes to make a great first impression,
you’ll need to make the best of every opportunity. From
parking lot to worship center, rest rooms to nursery,
make sure you’re putting your best foot forward. When
you do, first-time guests will become returning guests.
Need more ideas and insights?
Stop by ChurchHospitality.us and check out the
twenty-four session Hospitality DVD training set from
FlipYourChurch.com Training Resources.
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Three Disk
Hospitality Training
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• Church Leadership Training
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Get Ready for the Holidays Now!
• 8 Sessions ~10 Minutes Each
• How to Improve Inviting
• Guest Planning Strategies
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Why Young Adults
Avoid Church
By Christian Piatt

M

y grandparents were farmers in west Texas
much of their lives. They told stories of “shaking peanuts” during every daylight hour, and
recalled the gatherings at the family barn with neighbors
on weekends to share music and a meal. It was a hard life,
but they managed because everyone leaned on one
another.

kids. However, the only time we see our neighbors is
usually as they pull in or out of their driveways.
Sometimes, modern life feels like being stranded on an
island, while surrounded by thousands of other castaways who just can’t seem to connect. So what happened?

For one, we don’t need one another like we used to. For
hundreds, if not thousands or millions, of years prior,
communities shared in times of both scarcity and abundance. I see glimpses of this in Amy’s mother, who lives
on an orchard in rural New Mexico. When they need
some milk, it’s too far to go into town; they go next door.
All of this, though interesting to me, is history. For better And when the blackberry bushes and apple trees produce
or worse, it has little or no relevance in my daily reality a crop far greater than they can manage, everyone is
today.
invited to share in the bounty, or else it goes to waste.
I’ve heard stories and seen the images of the Rockwellian
neighborhoods where families convened on front porches, mothers stayed at home with the children, and borrowing a cup of sugar or visiting over coffee at the dining
room table was common practice.

My wife, Amy, and I both work full-time, though neither looks like the typical office job. We work from home,
from the coffee shop, or on the road as we travel in support of one another’s projects. Amy is technically the
pastor of our new church that we founded on Pueblo,
Colorado five years ago, but it’s a joint effort in every way.
We don’t really delineate responsibility based on titles or
education. We do whatever needs to be done at the
time.

But we don’t grow our own food. When I need apples, I
go to the store and buy only what my family can use. If
we run out of cereal, I run to the store and get more. The
idea of going next door to beg breakfast supplies from
people I barely know seems awkward at best.
Efficient supply networks, transportation infrastructure,
and digital technology have “freed” us from direct
dependence on the land and on one another. At the same
time, it has facilitated invisible, yet tangible, social
boundaries that we hesitate to cross.

The flexibility of our work is liberating in a way, though
one trade-off is a lack of colleagues found in an office
Though our material needs may be met, we still have the
environment. We bought an old Victorian house on the
problem of feeling alone, so we develop virtual social
north side of town with the big wraparound porch, and
networks for us and play dates for our kids. Because the
we spend many afternoons and evenings there with our
Continued on next page
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connection doesn’t occur naturally as it did by necessity Meanwhile, our churches continue to depend on the old
in times gone by, we end up having to intentionally attractional models of “program it and they will come,”
scheduling time with others – even with family. My wife which depends heavily on two assumptions:
and I have had to carve out Friday nights as date nights
• The church knows what I need, and;
so we could count on one evening a week that wasn’t
• I am comfortable enough with organized religion
consumed by church meetings and events, travels, and
to walk through the doors of a church to get it.
the rest of life that inveigles its way into every hour of the
day.
Recently, while leading a workshop on young adult spirituality, a woman asked me what kind of program her
And so, is it any wonder that the intentional togetherness
of a faith community seems harder to accept and adopt
We’ve forgotten how to
than it used to be? Simply put, we don’t know how to be
depend on one another.
together any more.
Today, we rely more on the superficial paths of intersection like a chat at Starbucks or a fragmented post on
Facebook than we do on purposeful time in relationship
as family, friends, and community. We’ve forgotten how
to depend on one another, convincing ourselves that the
craving for community is an infringement, and we’re
asking too much of each other to spend time together.

church should start to meet these needs of the coveted
young adult group. My answer was that they shouldn’t
start any more programs at all. The problem isn’t a lack
of programs; it’s a lack of trust and relationship.

I asked her how many young adults from outside the
church they had asked in person about what they really
needed. The answer, as I expected was zero. Instead, they
The fact that we need each other emotionally, spiritually, had relied on asking those who were already in their
and psychically just doesn’t seem to be a good enough church. They just assumed to know what the younger
reason.
people in their community needed. It always amazes me.
Without spending a single dime, they could walk around
Continued on next page
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their local campus, coffee shops or bars and discover simple talk on sexuality when 20 percent of the ministers
what that group was actually looking for, but so few in America are sex addicts?
churches are willing to leave the sanctity of their own
My day would have been easier and more pleasant if I
buildings.
hadn’t had to contend with such hard-hitting stuff. But
Would the college students benefit from having free if we people of faith are seeking relevant ministry, we
washers and dryers made available to clean their clothes have to go where the pain is.
while they enjoyed coffee or some pizza?
We’re surrounded by suffering everywhere we look. Sure,
Would young families appreciate a night out while vol- we can drop money in the mission fund plate on
unteers entertained their children?
Sunday or serve sandwiches at
the mission and feel like we’re
Are there young people struggling with addiction, body
making some difference, but
would Jesus agree
Church, we need to learn to
that these
offerings
listen more; we talk too much.
are enough?
image issues, or depression who need someone to listen
Are we
to them?
called to
Would the land behind the church be better used as a more, even
free community garden where the local renters could if we
might see,
grow and share their own fresh produce?
hear and
Do they need help finding work? Do they have questions
experience
about God they’ve struggled with for a long time but
things
have been afraid to ask? Are they wondering where they
we’d rather
can meet other singles other than in the bars?
not?
The reason I couldn’t tell her is because I don’t live there.
Who in their
But going beyond our comfort zones, seeking people out
right mind,
in their own environments, asking thoughtful questions
after all,
about who they are and what they need are only the first
would choose to hang out with junkies, prostitutes and
steps.
beggars? Who would voluntarily take on the suffering of
the
world as their own pain, not content to stop until the
Church, we need to learn to listen more; we talk too
much. Second, we need to be willing to take on what- world knew – in both word and deed – that there is
indeed a grace and a love that hold the world together?
ever burden the person we’re talking to offers up.
I did another talk to a group of church leaders recently Sounds like dangerous stuff. Maybe we should just start
about faith and sexuality. After the event, a young cler- another program and hope some folks come.
gyman confessed to me that he was a recovering sex
addict. What’s more, his research on the topic had
revealed that one in five clergy are either practicing or
recovering sex addicts, and that the ministry has the
second highest incidence of sexual addiction of any profession, after airline pilots.
“Now you know why there are so many topless bars by
the airports,” he smiled. But behind the smile was a deep
vulnerability and pain that he dared to overcome in sharing with me. Now the responsibility was mine to honor
his openness with compassion, attention, and perhaps
even action. After all, how can I leave my work at a
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Connections Part 1:
Turning Visitors Into
Committed Members

By Bill Tenny-Brittian

A

ccording to our research, it appears that in North
America less than 15 percent of first-time church
visitors return for a second visit. Although I’m
sure it doesn’t follow denominational lines exactly, it
appears that in the mainline that number actually hovers
closer to 11 percent. That means that if 100 visitors graced
your church’s vestibule last year, 85–89 of them decided
your church didn’t have what they were looking for.

cent … and 75 percent are becoming participating members.

In order to put together a cohesive plan on how to usher
visitors onto your membership roles, we need to capture
the big picture of how visitors get integrated into the
congregation. In this article, we’ll both explore the larger
picture and look specifically at the first half of the connection track: turning first-time visitors into returning
Although in some circles it’s chic to be exclusive, that guests. In an upcoming article, we’ll explore the second
shouldn’t be a church’s badge of honor. In our culture, half of church integration: turning guests into commitpretty much the only ones looking for a church are either ted members.
Already-Christian or those Desperately Seeking the
Divine. The Already-Christians know what the church is
The Integration Track
like and tend to be somewhat lenient in their judgment.
A brush off by an Already-Christian typically means There are two rails of the Integration Track. Like a railthere were hospitality issues or else they were looking for way line, a train cannot make progress without having
something specific they expected and didn’t find (like each wheel acting in parallel on each of the two rails. In
visiting the advertised “contemporary” service but dis- our analogy, we’ve dubbed the first rail as the Integration
covering what that actually meant was a traditional ser- Rail. Each “stop” on the Integration Rail is descriptive of
vice hosted by a tie-less preacher). The real issue is when a passenger’s progress from the periphery into heart of
the Desperately Seeking the Divine turn away. Though the congregation. The second rail we call the Connecthat may mean there were hospitality issues, the core tions Rail. Here there are no “stops” along the way.
reason they don’t return is too often because they were Instead, this rail describes the process that connects visiContinued on next page
hoping to find God and instead found the Church. In
other words, they couldn’t find God through the coded
Bill Tenny-Brittian is the Managing Editor of
vocabulary, the insider-only message, and/or the spirit of
Net Results magazine, the author of several books, and a congregational coach
conflict that smothered the Spirit of God.

We’ve been training leaders and congregations for
decades now on the “how” to turn that around. Indeed,
a church I’ve been working with over the past four years
reported that by practicing what we’ve taught they’ve
turned their visitor return rate from 11 percent to 85 per12
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and consultant. He co-hosts and produces
ChurchTalk.tv each week, a video training
program for church transformation (with
over 150 episodes available on demand).
His passion and mission is to be a resource
for church transformation. Bill is available
as a speaker for almost any church training event. You can
reach him at billtb@NetResults.org.
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tors with an increasingly wider circle of relationships. sidering becoming increasingly involved with the church,
Relationships that are critical in helping move visitors although that doesn’t mean they want to chair a cominto growing levels of commitment.
mittee, sing in the choir, or join a small group. It also
doesn’t mean they don’t. However, it does mean that they
are especially sensitive to pressure and they may be lookThe Integration Rail
As a visitor becomes increasingly integrated into a con- ing as intently for a reason not to stay as they are to congregation, they experience subtle, but significant shifts tinue attending.
in behavior and commitment. The more connected they
become with the congregation, the deeper and more permanent their commitment becomes. The Integration
Rail describes each commitment level ... and each commitment level has a corresponding connections process
as seen in the next section.

Participant: When a guest begins singing in the choir,
attending Sunday school or a small group, volunteers to
help with a hands-on ministry, or willingly joins a committee or team, they’ve become a participant. Participants tend to be consumers more than supporters, so

The one thing you can count
Visitor: Someone who visits a church for a single service.
Visitors may never return to a particular church; they
on with a participant is this: you
may become a returning guest; or else they may return as
can’t count on them for much.
a visitor some time in the distant future. A visitor who
returns a second time within six weeks should be considered a returning guest. When Aunt Marg from Pensaco- don’t expect their giving to increase and don’t plan on
la drops in while she’s in town with the family, she is a building a ministry around their gifts, talents, or skills
just yet. The one thing you can count on is this: you can’t
visitor and should be treated as such.
count on participants for much.
Guest: Visitors who return a second time within six
Continued on next page
weeks are considered returning guests. Guests are con-
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Participating Member: Somewhere along the line a
participant stops talking about “your” church or “the”
church and begins to own it as “my” church or “our”
church. This isn’t necessarily the definitive sign of membership, since some people seem to cast their loyalty on
whatever looks like the next best thing, but it is a hint.
Participating members may or may not “sign on the
dotted line” and join your church, but they have made a
decision to move from “guest” to “member,” at least in
terms of their practices and behavior. Participating members are willing to serve, at least on some level. However,
their loyalty is often predicated on their preferences for
the current pastor and/or with a small body of church
friends.

In brief, the second rail of the Integration Track looks
like this:

Connection with Church → Returning Guest
Connection with Acquaintances → Returning Guest
Connection with Friend/s → Participant
Connection with God → Participating Member
Connection with Church → Committed Member

You may have noticed that the first two connections
(Connection with Church and Connection with
Acquaintances) have the same results … a guest returns.
The reason for the repetition is explained in the next secCommitted Member: You can tell who the committed tion.
members are when the going gets tough. When a popular staff member leaves, the mortgage payments become
Turning First-Time Visitors
overwhelming, or the search committee hires a real nice
Into Returning Guests
pastor who can’t preach a lick, the committed members
The remainder of this article will look at the twin constick anyway. Yes, they may grumble, but when push
nections that must be made for a first-time visitor to
comes to shove, they’re the ones pushing with their
become a returning guest. When churches fail to facilishoulders against the wall. Their loyalty is beyond pertate these initial connections they find themselves in the
sonalities and friends and they will serve and sacrifice
under 15 percent group. And although churches that do
beyond where it hurts.
well here may not transform their guests into fully comTo summarize, the first rail of the Integration Track mitted members, churches that don’t retain their visitors
looks like this:
don’t even have a chance.

Visitor
↓
Guest
↓
Participant
↓
Participating Member
↓
Committed Member

1. Connection with Church
For a moment, let’s consider the visitor who comes without a personal invitation from a member. In other words,
we’re talking about a drop-in visitor who shows up
because they visited the website and liked what they saw
or was enticed by an event advertised on the church sign
(the two most effective marketing tools, outside of wordof-mouth). Whether a visitor has any desire to return to
the church or not depends on whether or not they make
either an intellectual or emotional connection with the
“church.”

The Connections Rail
If the first rail of the connecting track carries the passengers, the second rail carries the freight. To carry someone
along the track from visitor to committed member is a
process that requires specific connections be made along
the way. If any of the necessary connections aren’t made,
the likelihood of full integration into the congregation is
unlikely. Therefore, we call the second rail the Connections Rail. The following sections in this article (and the
conclusion in Part 2) will unpack the connection process.
14
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First, please understand we’re not saying that a church
has two shots at making a connection with a visitor. It’s
not true that if a church misses the intellectual connection it then gets a chance to connect on an emotional
level – or vice versa. Nicky Gumbel of Alpha fame has
correctly surmised that people are stimulated primarily
on one of these two levels. Some will make a connection
intellectually (“That makes sense”) whereas others will
make a connection emotionally (“That touched me”).
Continued on next page
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A connection with the church is built on first impressions and on a visitor’s ineffable overall experience. A
great first impression won’t necessarily turn a visitor into
a guest, although a poor first impression pretty much
guarantees they won’t be back. We’ve spoken, written,
and recorded volumes on the importance of making
great first impressions via over-the-top welcoming hospitality (see the July–August 2011 Hospitality issue for
more). Instead of repeating ourselves or belaboring those
points here, we’ll turn our attention to a visitor’s ineffable experience.

only hang around the church for a couple of weeks if
they don’t begin making connections with some of the
“regulars.” We’re not talking about them making hard
and fast friends … not at this stage. But everyone has a
need to feel both noticed and accepted before they’re
willing to make any sort of a personal investment. Therefore, it’s critical that guests begin making connections
with some familiar faces within the first few weeks.

Some of these connections may almost be imperceptible.
A nod of recognition, a brightening smile when the guest
enters the lobby, and if someone actually remembers
In order for a visitor to want to return, they must make their name … priceless. Other connections will need to
a near visceral connection with the whole church experi- be more tangible. Clear recognition by the pastor, staff,
ence in some way. Generally this happens in one of two or other key leaders will be expected. There may be a
ways: (1) they make a perceptible connection with the growing presumption they’ll be included in conversapastor; and/or (2) the style (and content) of the worship tions before and after the service. And who wouldn’t
service “resonates” within them. In fact, it’s not uncom- want an invitation to the fellowship hall for coffee and
mon for a visitor to require both of these connections in doughnuts?
order to feel drawn back for a second experience. In any
As a guest makes these connections, they may begin to
event, if a visitor leaves the service feeling or thinking
pick up names and initiate conversations. At this stage of
“That hit the spot” in some significant way, then it is relthe connections process, it becomes increasingly critical
atively likely that they will return. Couple that with a
for the church to be intentional about helping the guest
great first impression and effective follow-up and a
move to the next level.
church increases the odds that a guest will return to
above 50 percent.
… and that’s the content for Part 2.
For more information on making a great first impression,
visit our ChurchHospitality.us website and look for the
However, enjoying a church’s worship service enough to Turn First-Time Visitors into Returning Guests
want to return only lasts so long. A returning guest will FlipYourChurch Training DVD in the spring of 2012.

2. Connection with Acquaintances
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Connections Part 2:
Turning Guests into
Committed Members

By Bill Tenny-Brittian

I

n the first part of this article series we dealt with the
most common problem churches have – getting a visitor to return. In fact, churches are so troubled by
this issue that the national average appears to be that less
than 15 percent of first-time visitors return for a second
helping.

tive integration is probably the most common problem
plaguing the mega church today.

Hearkening back to the previous article, although a
returning guest will have made an initial connection
with the “church” and a few acquaintances, to remain on
the connecting track will necessitate additional connecHowever, when a visitor does return another difficulty tions – and significant ones at that. Although a church’s
emerges: integrating the guest into the life of the congre- excellence in hospitality can inspire a visitor to become a
gation well enough that they not only become a member, returning guest, the next connections take more than
they become a committed member that “sticks” even offering a warm welcoming.
during the tough times.

If you haven’t had a chance to read “Connections Part 1:
Turning First-Time Visitors Into Returning Guests” in
the January–February 2012 issue, you may want to
peruse it first. If not, the sidebar “The Two Rails of Guest
Integration” on the next page provides thumbnail definitions of the twin rails of guest integration.

Turn Guests into Participants

I’m not sure who actually said it first, but I distinctly
remember hearing Win Arn say it in an evangelism class
back in the 80s that if a guest didn’t make a friend within
the first six months or so, they would drift away from the
church. When someone does drift away, church leaders
too often succumb to the delusion that “another one
simply fell through the cracks” as if they had no responTurning Guests Into Committed Members
sibility for those losses. Many, if not most, churches sufChurches of all sizes experience difficulty in the integra- fering from integration issues are guilty of abdicating
tion process (we’ve stopped using the term assimilation – their responsibility for befriending their guests.
we’re just not into the Star Trek Borg imagery). Smaller
Of course, behind this issue is the oft’ used excuse, “I
churches generally know if they’re having an integration
just don’t have time for another friend.” It’s true we live
problem, but mid-sized and larger churches may not
in a too-busy culture that’s been recently compounded
immediately notice the issue. They often discover they’re
by the lagging economy. However, in our experience,
having an integration problem after they review their
one reason so many churched people have no time for
annual stats and realize: (1) They’ve “received” sixty-sevfriends is because they are over-involved in church activen new members during the previous three years (2) their
ities (this is more true in small to mid-sized churches
average worship attendance is about what it was back
than larger ones). In many churches, it’s not uncommon
then; and (3) they’ve only done five funerals. And though
for active participants to serve on multiple committees,
this malady is common throughout the church, ineffecto sing in the ‘choir, teach a Sunday school class, and/or
to lead some other ministry. In addition to all that, these
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are the ones who show up every time “the church doors
are open,” attend multiple committee and board meetings, and support/attend almost every church sponsored
event as well. With all that on their plate it’s no wonder
many church-folk have no time for a new friend.
On the flip side, in larger churches the busy-ness of
members is compounded by the lack of intentional and
available means to connect. For some reason, a number
of large and mega churches seem to carry a “We dare
you” attitude when it comes to providing easily accessed
processes to integration. Indeed, I spoke with the staff
discipleship leader at one mega church who admitted,
“We intentionally make it difficult for new people to get
connected here.” The rationale behind this was unfathomable to me, but it may explain the decade-long plateau that church has experienced!
The solution to the busy-ness issue is simple: Get less
busy. Many churches would be helped by the “One
Person, One Passion, One Position” rule. Simply put,
this rule limits church members to serving only within
their God-given passion. It means that no one can hold
more than one leadership position in the church. When
implemented, it’s amazing how much more free time
church members have – time that they can use to “take
on” a new friendship (see BillTennyBrittian.com for
more on this rule).
Larger churches not only have to help their leaders (and
members) make the choice to become less busy for the
sake of the Kingdom, they also have to develop easy and
plentiful opportunities for returning guests to make
connections with existing members. Small groups, affinity events, providing openly accessible and inviting
gathering and mingling space, and so on will help facilitate introductions that lead to friendships.
Getting un-busy isn’t easy and it isn’t painless, but it’s
absolutely necessary if the church is going to help returning guests take the next step in the connection process.
As a guest builds friendships within the church, they
become increasingly active in the life of the church.
They become more regular in their worship attendance.
They may try out a small group or Sunday school class
with a friend. And ultimately, in churches that are intentional in their integration processes, they’ll find themselves “clicking” with a ministry or mission of the
church and becoming increasingly involved. During
this period the guest moves from being a “guest” and
becomes a participant.

The Two Rails of Guest Integration
The Integration Process Rail
Visitor: Someone who visits a church for a single
service. A visitor who returns a second time within
six weeks should be considered a returning guest.
Guest: Visitors who return a second time within six
weeks are considered returning guests. Guests are
considering becoming increasingly involved with the
church, but they are especially sensitive to pressure.
Participant: When a guest begins singing in the
choir, attending Sunday school or a small group, volunteers to help with a hands-on ministry, or willingly
joins a committee or team, they’ve become a participant. However, the one thing you can count on is
that you can’t count on participants for much.
Participating Member: Somewhere along the line
a participant stops talking about “your” church or
“the” church and begins to own it as “my” church or
“our” church. Participating members may or may not
“sign on the dotted line” and join your church, but
they have made a decision to move from “guest” to
“member,” at least in terms of their practices and
behavior.
Committed Member: You can tell who the committed members are when the going gets tough. Their
loyalty is beyond personalities and friends and they
will serve and sacrifice beyond where it hurts.
Thus, the first rail of the connection track looks like
this:
Visitor → Guest → Participant → Participating
Member → Committed Member
The Connections Rail
The connections rail details the connections necessary before a guest will continue the integration process. Read each of the connection lines below like
this: “When a visitor Connects with the Church, they
become a Returning Guest.”
Connection with Church →  Returning Guest
Connection with Acquaintances → Returning Guest
Connection with Friend/s → Participant
Connection with God → Participating Member
Connection with Church → Committed Member
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Turn Participants into Participating Members

nection nearly always includes the reception of a new
participating member.

Although a number of folks will come through your
doors with some sort of God-connection, as our culture
continues its trek away from the church and from Christianity, an increasing number will find their ways into
participation without having a meaningful relationship
with Jesus Christ. That being said, it will become increasingly incumbent upon churches to develop some sort of
a process for walking unbelieving first-time visitors from
the front door to faith to membership. There are any
number of processes that have been created and are available for adopting and adapting (Saddleback’s four-base
101 system immediately comes to mind), but the key is to
choose and use something. Most churches leave this process to chance, “hoping” that somehow a pre-Christian
will somehow just “connect” with God because the
church’s worship is so good, or their Sunday school is so
inviting. However, hope is not a strategy and this stuff is
simply too important to leave to chance.

Turn Participating Members into Committed
Members

It’s not enough to develop a process to walk someone
from cynic to saint, skeptic to believer, seeker to faithfilled. The process has to be so obvious that even the spiritual blind can see it. I can’t tell you how many churches
I’ve visited that offer no apparent pathway from visitor to
believer to member … and then complain that they’re
not able to get guests to commit. Further, it should come
as no surprise to any of us that a growing number of
church guests have limited church experience. Without
that history, they have no idea how to traverse the faith
journey, they have no idea even where to start.

When someone “walks the aisle” or becomes a member
by some other mechanism in your congregation, most
churches seem to decide their job is done, at least in
terms of integrating the new member into the core of the
church. After all, they must have made a connection
with the church since they’ve joined.
Far too often, new members join with a flurry of excitement and anticipation. Indeed, they may even get
involved in this ministry or that, but then something
happens. An unfortunate word is spoken by a long-time
member. A particular ministry comes to an end. Or
horror of horrors, the pastor resigns or is transferred.
And in the end, the new member slips out the back door.
The final destination in the integration process is moving
from a participating member who may come or go on
what may seem like a whim to a fully committed member
who will be there come what may. And though this process takes time, church leaders who don’t understand the
process or who ignore it do so at the church’s peril.

You may remember from Part 1 of this article series that
the very first connection a first-time visitor makes is with
the “church,” that is, they connect with their initial
church experience. For a participating member to
become a committed member they must make a connection with the church, but in this case, it’s not a connection so much with their experience of church, rather
Some churches offer a series of “Introduction to …” classthan a connection with the church itself.
es. Others design a path that begins with a one-on-one
with the pastor, moves to involvement in a Sunday school Although it appears that the majority of churches have
class, and culminates in a confirmation or catechism not done the work of effectively discerning, stating, and
course. So long as a guest can easily find the on-ramp to organizing around their mission, a committed member
that journey, when they’re ready they’ll make their way has almost always connected with the church’s purpose.
to it (but don’t hesitate to personally invite them to the In other words, they’ve come to a place where they
believe in what their church stands for, or at least what it
first step when it’s opportune to do so).
accomplishes – even if its primary ministry is to the
One word of warning … the core of this connection step
members themselves. However, it also appears that the
is less about getting a “new member” for the church than
more the church is conspicuously committed to and
it is about accompanying a new citizen into the Kingpracticing a mission that includes life transformation
dom. Whatever process that gets designed, design it with
(and seeing results), the more quickly commitment is
facilitating a relationship with Jesus Christ as the chief
developed.
outcome. However, since most churches equate baptism
or faith commitment with church membership, this con- Second, although participating members have made a
friend or two in the congregation, committed members
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have taken those friendships to a much deeper level.
Indeed, one of the most common refrains we hear from
committed members is that they could never leave their
friends. However, it should be noted here that as important and “sticky” as deeply rooted friendships are, friendships alone aren’t enough to take a participating member
to the committed level. Many, if not most, participating
members leave when the going gets rough or uncomfortable enough unless they have made the missional connection mentioned in the previous paragraph. However,
the reverse is also true. As committed as a participating
member might be to the church’s mission, if they haven’t
built deep and committed relationships with a number
of friends, when the winds of discord blow it will carry
them out the doors.
Although the above factors is common with almost all
committed members, there are other key factors that
foster deeper commitment among participating members. For instance, when the church helps a participant
discover their God-given passion and then provides a
meaningful ministry opportunity for fulfilling that passion, commitment is generally the result. However, if for
some reason the church withdraws that ministry, the
member’s commitment may be compromised, especially
if missional and friendship networks haven’t been fully
established.
One last factor worth mentioning is the commitment
that is developed when a participating member finds
themselves facing some sort of personal or familial tragedy and the church steps in with significant and sustained support. Indeed, there is almost nothing that
builds loyalty and commitment faster and more completely than being raised from the dead in some way by
a caring, compassionate congregation.
Certainly, there are additional factors that may compel a
participating member into commitment, but these are
the most common … and indeed, missional commitment and deep friendships are foundational for most. By
understanding the integration process and the connections that make integration a reality, church leaders can
develop programs and ministries that will guide firsttimers into congregational integration and ultimately
into fully committed members.
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Aggressive or Assertive?
By Kenneth C. Kroohs

W

hile on some ‘get away and study time’ I Easum had issues with two churches’ attempts to obtain
caught up on back issues of Net Results. I contact information from visitors: (1) a book passed
know I’m too busy when I fall behind on my down the pew and (2) asking them to stand. On the
Net Results reading! However it was interesting to read other hand, Bandy suggested that the parking lot greetthrough three issues in a couple days because I noticed ers should ask: “How can we pray for you today?”
some philosophical or tactical disagreements between
Easum’s approach is much gentler. He posits the skeptivarious authors. Of course these disagreements are good
cal visitor should be allowed to provide information
and important because they help us think through
when they are ready. Bandy’s approach is clearly more
questions better than if everyone simply nodded at each
aggressive (and would scare me away!), but it does tell
other.
the visitor from the first moment that this is a prayer
Although these disagreements are probably more based church and one that wants to care for the visitor.
semantics than real but semantics also can be imporRegardless of the approach, the most important thing is
tant. Allow me to stress that I always enjoy and learn
to be genuine. Show the visitor who you truly are as a
from both Bill Easum and Tom Bandy. Their ministries
church. If your genuineness isn’t up to par, then work
provide amazing benefits to the rest of us, so if I quietto change it but don’t try to fake it until you make it! (I
ly disagree it is out of deep respect. Plus I do so with full
do want to acknowledge and agree with Tom Bandy’s
knowledge that they have been at thousands of churchstatement that: “You will find that most of the people
es, helped hundreds-of-thousands of pastors, and writwho worry about offending shy people are church memten many excellent articles and books.
bers who are primarily worried that they don’t have
Against their resumes, I have been the pastor at one anything significant to say about hope.”)
Episcopal Church for over fifteen years. True, over that
For me and the church I serve, I strive for an “assertive
time we have been one of the extremely few Episcopal
but not aggressive” approach. Not everyone agrees. As
Churches to grow steadily, albeit slowly (1–5 percent per
in most churches many people have the “If they want to,
year). I have read and studied extensively on the topic of
Continued on next page
evangelism since my personal burning passion is helping people grow closer to God, especially those who feel
Ken’s first careers were in Civil Engineering and City Planning. He says those prethe furthest away.

With that longish introduction I will use Bill Easum’s
July–August 2011 article “Big Worship Mistakes” and
Tom Bandy’s “Hospitality Beyond the Status Quo” to
illustrate a decision we should make consciously: to be
aggressive or assertive. Case in point, in the article,
Net Results Magazine
www.NetResults.org

pared him for his ordained life. Civil Engineering taught him to be practical and
focused while City Planning taught him
to watch how people actually reacted to
stimulus. An ordained an Episcopal Priest,
he has served St. Christopher’s in High
Point, North Carolina for sixteen years
which has experienced steady growth.
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they will show up on their own” attitude. But I contin- with a DVD about our services, some written material,
the most recent newsletter, and a very nice loaf of fresh
ue efforts to move in the “assertive” direction
bread. The assertive but not aggressive rule is that if I
Like Bandy I want the visitor to immediately feel welstay over one minute I have stayed too long. Then
come and know this church is something more than a
within a week I call, thank them for worshiping with us,
civic club. But using a much more passive attempt to
and ask them if they have any questions. Going back to
make that impression, we placed an outdoor prayer
Bandy’s intention, I end each conversation by asking
walk where the visitor will immediately notice it. The
“How can the church help you in your spiritual jourtheme changes periodically and it is often advertised on
ney?” (or similar words) and “I enjoy getting to know
our street sign, thereby connecting prayer with our
people, can we have coffee or lunch soon?”
church.
What I have found is that even people who did not
But when it comes to getting visitor contact informareturn, or did not return immediately very much appretion I am much more assertive. For several years we
ciated the courtesy, especially by the pastor (a topic for
used the “Let them be anonymous as long as they wish
another article). Many times I heard comments back
to approach.” We provided, as Easum suggests in his
about how much they appreciated the pastor making
article, a confidential connection card. For awhile we
the visit. Only a couple times did we receive a note or
used a portion of the bulletin which could be torn away
call telling us the people were not interested (to date,
and placed in the offering basket. At other times we
always “We already have a church”) but even those
had cards in the pews. Most years we received between
expressed appreciation for the effort.
five and ten contact cards in total. I knew we were
seeing many more visitors than that. At the time we Another example of “assertive but not aggressive” is that
averaged less than seventy people per Sunday and I we host at least three annual events that are designed to
knew them all, so visitors stood out. We changed to a make it easy to invite friends to. For instance, just
guest book with greeters trained to gently and politely before Christmas each year we build a bonfire on the
encourage people to sign in. With no other specific front lawn, sing Christmas carols, and roast marshmalchanges in procedures we jumped to over forty recog- lows. We send invitations to neighbors and give memnized, local visitors a year. I am convinced the number bers postcards for them to send or give to friends. The
of visitors did not change. What changed is our ability congregation probably tires of me saying “Surely you
can invite a friend to roast marshmallows!” Generally,
to respond to them.
many more people will invite friends to a special event
True, we probably discouraged a few skeptical people
than to Sunday services.
from returning. In the last six years I can remember one
obviously incorrect name and address written down, a One final example is that I have begun carrying a
few people who gave only their name and no contact church brochure in my pocket. It is surprising how a
information, and a few who just refused. The greeters couple times a month I will get into a conversation with
were encouraged to say something like “That’s fine, someone at the hospital or at the gym where I can offer
maybe next time” when a person was reluctant. Even the brochure. Since it is folded and somewhat crushed,
with all those attempts to be polite we probably dis- it does not come across like the people leaving brochures in the rest rooms, but it does allow me to give
couraged a couple people.
them something to take home and consider.
The evaluation question is whether this process discouraged more people than it brought in. I firmly believe The fact is, the only wrong approach is being too passive.
our process meant many more skeptical, unchurched The more aggressive approach works for some people.
visitors were willing to give us a try than we lost. By The assertive but not aggressive works better for others.
being assertive we could enter into conversations with But the “If they want to come they can come” approach
people we would not otherwise even know about. We works well for almost no one.
asked them for their contact information letting them
know we wanted them to know about various activities.
Then within a couple days I brought them a gift basket
36
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From the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

I'd Like to Come In-But I
Can't Find the Door!
by Roger Pierce

I

sat in the church parking lot for
several minutes, waiting for someone to
come along-someone who knew the
secret to getting into the building. It
was no mystery to the man who pulled
in next to me, hopped out of his car,
and headed for one of several entryways . He'd found it before, but not me.
This was my first visit, and I didn't
have a clue about which door to use.
Sure, I could have circled the building rattling door after door, but I didn 't
want to look foolish as I mistakenly
barged into the basement, backed out of
the boiler room, or bumbled through
the back door of the baptistry. Without
the help of my parking lot guide who
unknowingly pointed me toward the
entry, I would have continued to stare at
the church, wondering if the Good
News was behind door number one, or
number two .. . you get the idea.
A lot has been written about the need
for such simple courtesy as signs that
say "Nursery This Way" or "Sanctuary
Here" with directional arrows or words
of welcome. Directional indicators are
needed not only on the outside of the
building, but on the inside, too, so hallways are friendlier. Rounding a corner
in search of a rest room shouldn't result
in a visit to the custodian's broom closet!
Look around your church. Take a
walk around the outside and pretend
you're a newcomer, never having
entered the building before. Could you
find your way in') And once inside the
flISt door, would you quickly know to
tum right or left , go up or down, or
would you just gi ve up and try the
church down the street?
Another puzzling thing about doors:
Sometimes they are invisible. These are

the doors through which people need to
pass to "really" get into your church. A
newcomer can walk through all the
right visible doors to gain entry into the
building, but then he or she has to find
those "invisible" doors that offer entry
into the life of the people. And if those
doors aren't clearly marked, then the
newly entering will finally decide that
being on the inside of the building is
not the same as being on the inside of
the church. What kind of entry points
have you designed in your congregation ?
Here's another way of asking the
question: What barriers have you intentionally removed? What kinds of attitudes exist among the members that
might block a newcomer's entry? Is
everyone really welcome ... really?
And welcomed? If I like to sing or
teach or play baseball, can I find those
doors into the choir or the education
program or the athletics ministry?
Think about anything that blocks an
easy entry into the church's various
ministries ... lack of publicity, absence
of invitation or recruiting, inadequate
communication about the importance of
varied ministries, no enthusiasm for
involvement. Those are locked doors.
Getting into the building doesn't necessarily get me into the church. Doors
are needed, clearly marked doors, that
help me move from the sidewalk into
the life of a sacred community and on
to the special ministry that Christ has
prepared me to do.
I wonder sometimes how many people, even after they've successfully
moved from the parking lot to the pew,
wander away mumbling to themselves,
''I'd like to come in, but I can't find the
door."
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